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General Interest 

Dispatches from 
the Front: Theological 
Engagements with 
the Secular 

Stanley Hauerwas 

God knows it is hard to make 

God boring, Stanley Hauerwas 

writes, but American Christians, 

aided and abetted by theolo¬ 

gians, have accomplished that 

feat. Whatever might be said 

about Hauerwas—and there is 

plenty—no one has ever accused 

him of being boring, and in this 

book he delivers another jolt to 

all those who think that Chris¬ 

tian theology is a matter of 

indifference to our secular 

society. 

At once Christian theology and 

social criticism, this book aims 

to show that the two cannot be 

separated. In this spirit 

Hauerwas mounts a forceful 

attack on current sentimentali¬ 

ties about the significance of 

democracy, the importance of 

the family, and compassion, 

which appears here as a literally 

fatal virtue. Writing about topics 

ranging from Anthony Trollope 

to Anne Tyler, from Mennonites 

to medical ethics, from the 

mentally handicapped to paci¬ 

fism and war, he advances his 

conviction that the virtues of 

constancy, honor, and forgive¬ 

ness must reside at the heart of a 

Christian society. Whether dis¬ 

cussing issues of contemporary 

university politics or the politics 

of the liberal social order, he 

emphasizes the importance of 

the practice of reconciliation and 

forgiveness for maintaining 

truthful communities. Arguing 

that the way of nonviolence is 

intrinsic to this practice, Hauer¬ 

was takes up questions about the 

ethics of war, particularly as they 

figured in the recent war in the 

Persian Gulf. 

In this time of the decline of 

religious knowledge, when 

knowing a little about a religion 

tends to do more harm than 

good, Stanley Hauerwas offers 

direction to those who would 

make Christian discourse both 

useful and truthful. Animated by 

a deep commitment, his essays 

exhibit the difference that Chris¬ 

tian theology can make in the 

shaping of lives and the world. 

Stanley Hauerwas is Professor of 

Theological Ethics at Duke 

University. He is the author of 

numerous books, including 

Unleashing the Scripture: Freeing 

the Bible from Captivity to 

America; Naming the Silences: 

God, Medicine, and the Problem 

of Suffering', and Resident Aliens: 

Life in the Christian Colony, 

and coeditor, with Alasdair 

MacIntyre, of a book series en¬ 

titled “Revisions: Changing Per¬ 

spectives in Moral Philosophy.” 

256 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1475-4 

cloth, $24_95tr 

JUNE 

“Ingratiating theology is 

always boring. This book 

is exciting just because it 

displays an uncompro¬ 

mising Christian who 

thinks about matters of 

great general concern. 

Stanley Hauerwas’s 

extraordinary intellec¬ 

tual energy constantly 

jolts one into reconsider¬ 

ing what one had previ¬ 

ously taken for granted. 

He illustrates how a 

vigorous theology can 

participate in the com¬ 

mon conversation.” 

—Robert N. Bellah, 

author of Habits of 

the Heart 
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Artificial Respiration 

Ricardo Piglia 
Translated by 
Daniel Balderston 

Acclaimed as one of the most 

important Latin American novels 

in recent decades, Artificial 

Respiration is a stunning intro¬ 

duction for English readers to 

the fiction of Ricardo Piglia. 

Published in Argentina in 1981, it 

was written at a time when 

thousands of Argentine citizens 

“disappeared” during the 

government’s attempt to create 

an authoritarian state. In part a 

reflection on one of the most 

repressive and tragic times in 

Argentine history, this is one of 

those rare works of fiction in 

which multiple philosophical, 

political, and narrative dimen¬ 

sions are all powerfully and 

equally matched. 

As a prize-winning detective 

novel, Artificial Respiration 

reaches through many levels of 

mystery to explore the forces that 

have been at play in Argentina 

throughout its violent history. 

The narrator, a writer named 

Renzi, begins to look for an 

uncle who has vanished, a man 

he knows only through a web of 

contradictory family stories and 

an exchange of letters. Through 

these letters he learns about his 

uncle’s research into the life of 

Enrique Ossario, secretary to the 

nineteenth-century Argentine 

dictator Rosas and spy for the 

dictator’s enemy. As Renzi’s 

search leads further into his 

uncle’s work and to conversa¬ 

tions with his literary and chess¬ 

playing friends, the reader is led 

to consider the nature of Argen¬ 

tine identity, its literature and 

history, and its relation, for 

example, to Europe, exile, and 

democracy. Finally, and made 

vividly appreciable by the retell¬ 

ing of a story in which Kafka 

meets Hitler, it is the encounter 

between literature and history 

that is explored. 

A richly textured, intricately 

crafted, and startling mixture of 

storytelling, inquiry, and specu¬ 

lation, Artificial Respiration has 

established its author among the 

leading representatives of 

contemporary Latin American 

letters. 

Ricardo Piglia currently lives in 

Argentina and is the author of 

three novels and a collection of 

short stories, for which he won 

the Casa de las Americas Prize. 

Artificial Respiration is his first 

book in English. His other books 

have been translated into Portu¬ 

guese, French, Italian, and 

German. 

Daniel Balderston is Professor 

and Chair of the Department of 

Spanish and Portuguese at 

Tulane University and author of 

Out of Context: Historical Refer¬ 

ence and the Representation of 

Reality in Borges, also published 

by Duke University Press. 

Latin America in Translation / 

En Traducdon / Em Tradufdo 

192 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1414-2 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1426-6 

library cloth edition, $29.95 

MARCH 

“Some time ago I wrote 

in the New York Times 

Book Review that it was 

a shame that Artificial 

Respiration by Ricardo 

Piglia, one of the most 

important Latin Ameri¬ 

can novels of the last 

decade, was unavailable 

in English. Now it can 

finally be read, enjoyed, 

and celebrated by read¬ 

ers in this country. It 

will be an intellectual 

experience you will 

never forget.”—Ariel 

Dorfman 
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Night Patrol and 
Other Stories 

Mikhail Kuraev 
Translated by 
Margareta 0. Thompson 

“We live in a fantastic reality,” 

Mikhail Kuraev writes. “Life 

itself, the turns of history, 

people’s fates are unlikely, amaz¬ 

ing, and fantastic.” This is the 

strange reality, the fantastic 

world of Russia before glasnost, 

that comes to life in Kuraev’s 

remarkable short stories and 

novellas. Celebrated as one of the 

true innovators to emerge in 

recent years, Kuraev mines the 

rich literary tradition and the 

deep and not so distant past of 

his native Russia to produce tales 

that are both deeply moving and 

stylistically intriguing. 

Though steeped in history, his 

stories pluck from obscurity the 

little people history ignores— 

and, in the Soviet Union of 

Stalin, often crushed. In the 

complex “Captain Dikshtein,” a 

fictional account of an incident 

in the 1921 Kronstad, Kuraev 

evokes life within Soviet military 

culture and draws a vivid, diffi¬ 

cult portrait of one particular life 

amid the ships and artillery. In 

“Night Patrol,” a lowly member 

of the Soviet secret police nar¬ 

rates his evening rounds, inter¬ 

spersing the nightly arrests with 

reflections on his long career in 

the kgb. In “Petya on His Way to 

the Heavenly Kingdom,” set in a 

construction site for a hydroelec¬ 

tric dam near Murmansk, a 

soldier’s murder of the village 

simpleton resonates through a 

small community committed to 

an enormous and enormously 

dubious technological project. 

Ranging over a broad landscape 

of historical foibles, Kuraev’s 

sympathetic wit and satiric 

brilliance have invited compari¬ 

son to Gogol, but are finally 

unique. In this book English- 

reading audiences will discover a 

new and challenging voice in a 

tradition that has given the 

world some of its greatest stories. 

Mikhail Kuraev was born in 

Leningrad in 1939. The history 

and architecture of his native 

city figure prominently in his 

fiction, as do details from his 

personal history, from his 

father’s work on the dam near 

Murmansk to his family’s losses 

in the siege of 1941. From 1961 to 

1988 Kuraev worked as a script¬ 

writer for the LenFilm Studio. 

His first story, “Captain 

Dikshtein,” was published in 

Russia in 1987. He currently 

resides in St. Petersburg. 

Margareta O. Thompson is 

Assistant Professor of Russian at 

the University of Georgia, Ath¬ 

ens. She is the translator of My 

Life with Bulgakov by Liubov 

Belozerskara and By Right of 

Memory by Alexander 

Tvardovsky. 

296 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1415-0 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1402-9 

library cloth edition, $47.95 

APRIL 
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Lamb at the Altar: 
The Story of a Dance 

Deborah Hay 
With photographs by 
Phyllis Liedeker 

“The intention of my work is to 

dislodge assumptions about the 

fixity of the three-dimensional 

body.”—Deborah Hay 

Her movements are uncharacter¬ 

istic, her words subversive, her 

dances unlike anything done 

before—and this is the story of 

how it all works. A founding 

member of the famed Judson 

Dance Theater and a past per¬ 

former in the Merce Cunning¬ 

ham Dance Company, Deborah 

Hay is well known for choreo¬ 

graphing works using large 

groups of trained and untrained 

dancers whose surprising combi¬ 

nations test the limits of the art. 

Lamb at the Altar is Hay’s ac¬ 

count of a four-month seminar 

on movement and performance 

held in Austin, Texas, in 1991. 

There, forty-four trained and 

untrained dancers became the 

human laboratory for Hay’s 

creation of the dance Lamb, 

lamb, lamb..., a work that she 

later distilled into an evening- 

length solo piece, Lamb at the 

Altar. In her book, in part a 

reflection on her life as a dancer 

and choreographer, Hay tells 

how this dance came to be. She 

includes a movement libretto (a 

prose dance score) and 

numerous photographs by 

Phyllis Liedeker documenting 

the dance’s four-month emer¬ 

gence. 

In an original style that has 

marked her teaching and writ¬ 

ing, Hay describes her thoughts 

as the dance progresses, com¬ 

menting on the process and on 

the work itself, and ultimately 

creating a remarkable document 

on the movements—precise and 

mysterious, mental and physical 

—that go into the making of a 

dance. Having replaced tradi¬ 

tional movement technique with 

a form she calls a performance 

meditation practice, Hay de¬ 

scribes how dance is enlivened, 

as is each living moment, by the 

perception of dying and then 

involves a freeing of this percep¬ 

tion from emotional, psychologi¬ 

cal, clinical, and cultural atti¬ 

tudes into movement. Lamb at 

the Altar tells the story of this 

process as specifically practiced 

in the creation of a single piece. 

Born in Brooklyn in 1941, 

Deborah Hay began her career 

with the Judson Dance Theater 

and the Merce Cunningham 

Dance Company in the 1960s. In 

the early seventies she created a 

series of Ten Circle Dances, 

which were collected in the book 

Moving through the Universe in 

Bare Feet. Since 1976 she has lived 

in Austin, Texas, where she 

conducts annual large group 

workshops, each lasting four 

months and culminating in 

public performances. Hay 

received a Guggenheim Fellow¬ 

ship for Choreography in 1983 

and has been awarded numer¬ 

ous National Endowment for 

the Arts Choreographer Fellow¬ 

ships. She has performed and 

taught workshops in Europe, 

Canada, Mexico, Australia, and 

throughout the United States. 

Her writings appear in The 

Drama Review and Contact 

Quarterly. 

160 pages, 40 b&w photographs, 

95 diagrams 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1439-8 

paper, $i4.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1448-7 

library cloth edition, $47.50 

MAY 
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Extended Play: 
Sounding Off from 
John Cage to Dr. 
Funkenstein 

John Corbett 

In Extended Play one of the 

country’s most innovative music 

writers conducts a wide-ranging 

tour through the outer limits of 

contemporary music. Over the 

course of more than twenty-five 

portraits, interviews, and essays, 

John Corbett engages artists 

from lands as distant as Sweden, 

Siberia, and Saturn. With a 

special emphasis on African 

American and European impro¬ 

visers, the book explores the 

famous and the little known, 

from John Cage and George 

Clinton to Anthony Braxton and 

Sun Ra. Employing approaches 

as diverse as the music he cele¬ 

brates, Corbett illuminates the 

sound and theory of funk and 

rap, blues and jazz, contempo¬ 

rary classical, free improvisation, 

rock, and reggae. 

Using cultural critique and 

textual theory, Corbett addresses 

a broad spectrum of issues, such 

as the status of recorded music in 

postmodern culture; the politics 

of self-censorship, experimenta¬ 

tion, and alternativism in the 

music industry; and the use of 

metaphors of space and madness 

in the work of African American 

musicians. He follows these more 

theoretically oriented essays with 

a series of extensive profiles and 

in-depth interviews that offer 

contrasting and complementary 

perspectives on some of the 

world’s most creative musicians 

and their work. Included here are 

more than twenty original pho¬ 

tographs as well as a meticu¬ 

lously annotated discography. 

The result is one of the most 

thoughtful, and most entertain¬ 

ing investigations of contempo¬ 

rary music available today. 

John Corbett is a regular con¬ 

tributor to such magazines as 

Down Beat, Option, The Wire, 

and New Art Examiner, and his 

scholarly work has appeared in 

October, Stanford Humanities 

Review, and Semiotext(e). He 

teaches at the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago and hosts 

two weekly radio programs. 

408 pages, 25 b&w photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1473-8 

paper, $i7-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1456-8 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

JUNE 

“One of the most impor¬ 

tant aspects of Corbett’s 

trawl along the musical 

fringe is that it denies 

the genre definitions that 

usually constrain music 

books —this is not a 

book about jazz or rock 

or art music but about 

all of them.... An 

outstanding work— 

lucidly written, well 

organised, engaged, and 

intelligent. It is certainly 

one of the most stimu¬ 

lating books on music 

I’ve read in the last 

couple of years.”— 

Simon Frith, author of 

Sound Effects and Music 

for Pleasure 
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The Brown Plague: 
Travels in Late 
Weimar and Early 
Nazi Germany 

Daniel Guerin 
Translated and with an 
introduction by Robert 
Schwartzwald 

In 1932 and 1933, during the 

months surrounding the Nazi 

seizure of power, Daniel Guerin, 

then a young French journalist, 

made two trips through Ger¬ 

many. The Brown Plague, trans¬ 

lated here into English for the 

first time, is Guerin’s eyewitness 

account of the fall of the Weimar 

Republic and the first months of 

the Third Reich. Originally 

written for the popular French 

left press and then revised by the 

author into book form, The 

Brown Plague delivers a passion¬ 

ate warning to French workers 

about the terror and horror of 

fascism. Guerin chronicles the 

collapse of the German workers’ 

movement and reports on the 

beginnings of clandestine resis¬ 

tance to the Nazis. He also de¬ 

scribes the Socialist and Com¬ 

munist leaderships’ inability to 

recognize the danger that led to 

their demise. Through vivid 

dialogues, interviews, and reveal¬ 

ing descriptions of everyday life 

among the German people, he 

offers insight into the tragedy 

that was beginning to unfold. 

Guerin’s travels took him across 

the countryside and into the 

cities of Germany. He describes 

with extraordinary clarity, for 

example, his encounters with 

large groups of unemployed 

workers in Berlin and the spec¬ 

tacle of Goering presiding over 

the Reichstag. Staying in youth 

hostels, Guerin met individuals 

representing a range of various 

groups and movements, includ¬ 

ing the Wandervogel, leftist 

brigades, Hitler Youth, and the 

strange, semicriminal sexual 

underground of the Wild-frei. 

Devoting particular attention to 

the cultural politics of fascism 

and the lure of Nazism for 

Germany’s disaffected youth, he 

describes the seductive rituals by 

which the Nazis were able to win 

over much of the population. As 

Robert Schwartzwald makes clear 

in his introduction, Guerin’s 

interest in Germany at this time 

was driven, in part, by a 

homoerotic component that 

could not be stated explicitly in 

his published material. This 

excellent companion essay also 

places The Brown Plague within a 

broad historical and literary 

context while drawing connec¬ 

tions between fascism, aesthetics, 

and sexuality. 

Informed by an epic view of class 

struggle and an admiration for 

German culture, The Brown 

Plague, a notable primary source 

in the literature of modern 

Europe, provides a unique view 

of the rise of Nazism. 

Daniel Guerin (1904-1988) was 

the author of over forty books on 

a range of subjects that include 

anarchism, decolonization, 

European and American workers’ 

movements, and the French 

Revolution. A pioneering gay 

activist, he was involved in both 

the postwar homophile move¬ 

ment and the struggles for libera¬ 

tion that followed in France after 

the upheavals of May 1968. 

Robert Schwartzwald is Associate 

Professor of French at the Uni¬ 

versity of Massachusetts at 

Amherst. 

224 pages, 23 b&w 

photographs 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1463-0 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1457-6 

library cloth edition, $44.95 

June 

“Guerin’s style has the 

epic’ quality of socialist 

discourse of the 30s, and 

yet no reader can be 

indifferent to the mo¬ 

ments of real lyricism in 

his writing—the evoca¬ 

tion of the sounds of 

Nazism, the powerful 

sense of his privilege 

and responsibility as a 

witness.”—Alice Kaplan, 

author of French 

Lessons: A Memoir 
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Painting the Maya 
Universe: Royal 
Ceramics of the 
Classic Period 

Dorie Reents-Budet 
Photographs by Justin Kerr 
Forewords by Linda Scheie 
and Michael P. Mezzatesta 

Lavishly illustrated with nearly 

400 color images, Painting the 

Maya Universe is the most thor¬ 

ough study and brilliant display 

of Classic Maya ceramic painting 

yet published. Building on twenty 

years of research and debate, 

Dorie Reents-Budet and her 

collaborators Joseph W. Ball, 

Ronald L. Bishop, Virginia M. 

Fields, and Barbara MacLeod 

bring together many perspectives, 

including the art historical, 

archaeological, epigraphical, and 

ethnohistorical, to examine one 

of the world’s great but over¬ 

looked painting traditions. With 

an emphasis on sixth- to eighth- 

century pottery featuring both 

pictorial and hieroglyphic imag¬ 

ery, Painting the Maya Universe 

presents an extraordinary explo¬ 

ration of the cultural roles and 

meanings of these Guatemalan, 

Belizean, and Mexican elite 

painted ceramics. 

Painting the Maya Universe is the 

first publication to present a 

definitive translation of the 

hieroglyphic texts painted on 

these objects. With many glyphs 

deciphered here for the first time, 

this analysis reveals much about 

how these vessels were perceived 

and used by the Maya, their 

owners’ names, and, in several 

cases, the names of the artists 

who created them. This informa¬ 

tion is combined with archaeo¬ 

logical and other data, including 

nuclear chemical analyses, to 

correlate painting styles with 

specific Maya sites. 

Published in conjunction with 

Duke University Museum of Art 

and an exhibition touring the 

United States, Painting the Maya 

Universe presents an astonishing 

visual record as well as a monu¬ 

mental scholarly achievement. 

With photographs by Justin Kerr, 

the foremost photographer of 

pre-Columbian art, it includes 

over 100 unique full-color rollout 

photographs, each showing the 

entire surface of an object in a 

single frame. The book also ad¬ 

dresses the questions and contro¬ 

versy regarding the loss of infor¬ 

mation that occurs when objects 

are removed from their archaeo¬ 

logical context to become part of 

public and private collections. 

Painting the Maya Universe will 

energize discussion of Maya 

pottery, hieroglyphic texts, and 

iconography. Its photographs, a 

lasting resource on this great 

painting tradition, will stimulate 

and delight the eye. It is a break¬ 

through in art history and Latin 

American scholarship that will 

enrich general readers and schol¬ 

ars alike. 

Dorie Reents-Budet is Associate 

Curator of pre-Columbian art at 

Duke University Museum of Art 

and Adjunct Associate Professor 

at Duke University. 

Justin Kerr, renowned for his 

work in Blood of Kings: Dynasty 

and Ritual in Maya Art, developed 

rollout photographic technology. 

Published in Association with 

Duke University Museum of Art 

404 pages, 386 color photographs, 

9 b&w photographs, 

128 figures, 3 maps 

10% x 9V4 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1438-x 

paper, $39-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1434-7 

cloth, $75.ootr 

FEBRUARY 

“The book is a magnifi¬ 

cent and much needed 

assessment of how far 

we have come in the last 

twenty years and it 

points the way toward 

the kind of research and 

collaboration we need 

for the future.”—from 

the foreword by Linda 

Scheie, author of Blood 

of Kings: Dynasty and 

Ritual in Maya Art 

This book has been 

produced on the occa¬ 

sion of an exhibit to be 

shown at the following 

museums: 

Duke University 

Museum of Art 

January 15-March 27, 

1994 

Museum of Fine Arts, 

Boston 

April 15-June 26,1994 

Denver Art Museum 

July 15-September 15, 

1994 

Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art 

October 8,1994-January 

8,1995 

Yale Art Gallery 

February 10-April 23, 

1995 
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Rimbaud and 
Jim Morrison: The 
Rebel as Poet 

Wallace Fowlie 

“The poet makes himself into a 

visionary by a long derangement of 

all the senses.”—Rimbaud 

In 1968 Jim Morrison, founder 

and lead singer of the rock band 

the Doors, wrote to Wallace 

Fowlie, a scholar of French litera¬ 

ture and a professor at Duke 

University. Morrison thanked 

Fowlie for producing an English 

translation of the complete po¬ 

ems of Rimbaud. He needed the 

translation, he said, because “I 

don’t read French that easily.... I 

am a rock singer and your book 

travels around with me.” Four¬ 

teen years later, when Fowlie first 

heard the music of the Doors, he 

recognized the influence of 

Rimbaud in Morrison’s lyrics. 

In Rimbaud and Jim Morrison 

Fowlie, a master of the form of 

the memoir, reconstructs the lives 

of the two youthful poets from a 

personal perspective. In their 

twinned stories he discovers an 

uncanny symmetry, a pattern far 

richer than the simple truth that 

both led lives full of adventure 

and both made poetry of their 

thirst for the liberation of the self. 

The result is an engaging account 

of the connections between an 

exceptional French symbolist 

who gave up writing poetry at the 

age of twenty, died young, and 

whose poems are still avidly read 

to this day, and an American rock 

musician whose brief career 

ignited an entire generation and 

has continued to fascinate mil¬ 

lions around the world in the 

twenty years since his death in 

Paris. In this dual portrait Fowlie 

gives us a glimpse of the affinities 

and resemblances between Euro¬ 

pean literary traditions and 

American rock music and youth 

culture in the late twentieth 

century. 

A personal meditation on two 

unusual, yet emblematic, cultural 

figures, this book also stands as a 

summary of a noted scholar’s 

lifelong reflections on creative 

artists. 

Wallace Fowlie is James B. Duke 

Professor Emeritus of French 

Literature at Duke University. He 

is the author and translator of 

thirty books, including Rimbaud: 

A Critical Study and The Com¬ 

plete Works of Rimbaud, a trans¬ 

lation. This is the fifth volume in 

a series of memoirs, Memory, 

Sites, Aubade, and Journal of 

Rehearsals, all published by Duke 

University Press. 

128 pages, 8 b&w photographs, 

2 line drawings 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1445-2 

paper, $9-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1442-8 

library cloth edition, $25.95 

MAY 

“I have little doubt Jim 

Morrison would be both 

flattered by and proud 

of Wallace Fowlie’s 

analytic literary analysis 

of his poetry and lyrics. 

It was a 19-year-old Jim 

Morrison who wrote 

Mr. Fowlie to thank him 

for translating his hero 

Arthur Rimbaud into 

English from French 

and it would be a grate¬ 

ful Jim Morrison who 

would thank Wallace 

Fowlie today for tracing 

and linking his work 

with such a distin¬ 

guished poetic heri¬ 

tage.”—Danny 

Sugerman, author of 

Wonderland Avenue: 

Tales of Glamour and 

Excess 
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New in Paperback 

Green Delusions: 
An Environmentalist 
Critique of Radical 
Environmentalism 

Martin W. Lewis 

Scholars, politicians, and activists 

worldwide are finally recognizing 

the severity of the global environ¬ 

mental crisis, yet serious threats 

to the environmental movement 

remain. Anti-environmentalists 

dismiss the very idea of a “crisis” 

as a mirage. Much less obvious, 

however, is the more subtle threat 

masquerading under the mantle 

of environmentalism itself. It is 

this threat that Green Delusions 

addresses. Writing from the 

standpoint of a committed envi¬ 

ronmentalist, Martin W. Lewis 

contends that many of the most 

devoted and strident “greens,” 

those who propose a radical 

environmentalism, unwittingly 

espouse an ill-conceived doctrine 

that has devastating implications 

for the global ecosystem. In this 

book he distinguishes the main 

variants of eco-extremism, ex¬ 

poses the fallacies upon which 

such views ultimately flounder, 

and demonstrates that the poli¬ 

cies advocated by their propo¬ 

nents would, if enacted, result in 

unequivocal ecological disaster. 

At once polemic and prescriptive, 

Green Delusions is an impas¬ 

sioned attempt to defend the 

environmental movement against 

extremist ideas that would lead to 

self-defeating political strategies. 

“ Green Delusions should be 

required reading for environ¬ 

mental advocates. If nothing else, 

it contributes to a frank discus¬ 

sion of issues that all too often 

break down into greener-than- 

thou posturing.”—James Jay 

Gould, The Progressive 

“Lewis’s argument is a goldmine 

of thoughtful assessments of a 

wide range of social reasoning in 

the modern environmentalist 

debate, and he incorporates texts 

that will probably be new to even 

the most well read of readers.” 

—Timothy O’Riordan, Nature 

“Lewis’s ... tour through the 

radical environmental literature 

is well-informed, and his own 

case is provocative and nuanced.” 

—Robyn Eckersley, Times Higher 

Education Supplement 

“Martin Lewis has done environ¬ 

mentalism a great service by his 

indictment of the edges of the 

movement from a vantage 

point that appears to be at its 

center.... This is a serious 

book about the faults of radical 

ecological thinking.”—David 

Rothenberg, Environmental 

History Review 

Martin W. Lewis is Assistant 

Professor in the School of the 

Environment and the Center for 

International Studies at Duke 

University. 

304 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1474-6 

paper, $i2.95tr 
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New in Paperback 

The Expanding Vista: 
American Television in 
the Kennedy Years 

Mary Ann Watson 

As American politics and televi¬ 

sion became more closely inter¬ 

twined in the early 1960s, each 

underwent enormous and long- 

lasting changes. In The Expanding 

Vista, originally published in 1990 

(Oxford University Press), Mary 

Ann Watson looks at how televi¬ 

sion was woven into the events 

and policies of John Kennedy’s 

presidency, not only in his un¬ 

precedented use of the medium 

in campaigning and image pro¬ 

jection, but in the vigorous 

efforts of his administration to 

regulate and improve the content 

of network programs. Examining 

the legacy of the New Frontier 

and its relationship to the new 

medium, she traces the Kennedy 

influence across a spectrum of 

programming that includes news, 

documentary, drama, situation 

comedy, advertising, children’s 

shows, and educational TV. 

Through extensive archival re¬ 

search and oral histories Watson 

reconstructs key moments of an 

extraordinary time in the televi¬ 

sion age. The Expanding Vista’s 

analysis and interpretation of 

that era continue to enlighten 

our understanding of culture and 

communication as the themes 

sounded in the 1960s resonate in 

today’s complex media market¬ 

place. 

“An exceptional piece of scholar¬ 

ship that adds significantly to the 

literature of the field ... grace¬ 

fully presented in a highly read¬ 

able form. This book is a model 

for other broadcast historians 

who have yet to treat many im¬ 

portant developments in the 

history of a medium that has 

greatly defined the modern 

era.”—Everette E. Dennis, Execu¬ 

tive Director, The Freedom 

Forum Media Studies Center, 

Columbia University 

“Readable and informed ... an 

important contribution to the 

story of the way the new medium 

has transformed our lives.” 

—Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. 

“This insightful book ... is filled 

with unknown detail, anecdotes, 

and documentation. The author 

knows television and history, and 

that is an unbeatable combina¬ 

tion.”—Newton N. Minow, FCC 

Chairman, 1961-63 

“Mary Ann Watson zeroes in 

with pinpoint prose on a fruitful 

period in American television 

and makes us see its impor¬ 

tance.”—Erik Barnouw, author 

of Tube of Plenty 

“Mary Ann Watson has woven 

thousands of up-to-now loose 

strands together in this energeti¬ 

cally researched, almost encyclo¬ 

pedic account of how JFK seized 

on television. It is also the story 

of how the social, political, and 

technological dynamics of 

Kennedy’s era interacted with 

TV to transform a large part of 

American life.”—Ray Scherer, 

NBC White House Correspon¬ 

dent, 1951-69 

Mary Ann Watson is Associate 

Professor of Telecommunica¬ 

tions and Film at Eastern Michi¬ 

gan University. The Expanding 

Vista received the Frank Luther 

Mott Kappa Tau Alpha Award 

from the National Journalism 

Scholarship Society as one of the 

best books of 1990. 

273 pages, 38 b&w photographs, 

4 line drawings 

6x9 trim size 

ISBN O-8223-I443-6 

paper, $14.95 
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Post-Contemporary Interventions 

Post- 

Contemporary 

Interventions 

A Series Edited e 

by Stanley Fish 

& Fredric Jameson 

Belated Travelers: 
Orientalism in the 
Age of Colonial 
Dissolution 

All Behdad 

In Belated Travelers Ali Behdad 

offers a compelling cultural 

critique of nineteenth-century 

travel writing and its dynamic 

function in European colonial¬ 

ism. Arriving too late to the 

Orient, at a time when tourism 

and colonialism had already 

turned the exotic into the famil¬ 

iar, late nineteenth-century 

European travelers to the Middle 

East experienced a sense of 

belatedness, of having missed 

the authentic experience once 

offered by a world that was 

already disappearing. Behdad 

argues that this nostalgic desire 

for the “other” contains an im¬ 

plicit critique of Western superi¬ 

ority, a split within European 

discourses of otherness. Working 

from these insights and using 

analyses of power derived from 

Foucault, Behdad engages in a 

new critique of orientalism. No 

longer viewed as a coherent and 

unified phenomenon or a single 

developmental tradition, it is 

seen as a complex and shifting 

field of practices that has relied 

upon its own ambivalence and 

moments of discontinuity to 

ensure and maintain its power 

as a discourse of dominance. 

Through readings of Flaubert, 

Nerval, Kipling, Blunt, and 

Eberhardt, and following the 

transition in travel literature 

from travelogue to tourist guide, 

Belated Travelers addresses the 

specific historical conditions of 

late nineteenth-century oriental¬ 

ism implicated in the discourses 

of desire and power. Behdad also 

views a broad range of issues in 

addition to nostalgia and tour¬ 

ism, including transvestism and 

melancholia, to specifically 

demonstrate the ways in which 

the heterogeneity of orientalism 

and the plurality of its practice 

are enabling forces in the pro¬ 

duction and transformation of 

colonial power. 

An exceptional work that pro¬ 

vides an important critique of 

issues at the forefront of critical 

practice today, Belated Travelers 

will be eagerly awaited by 

specialists in nineteenth-century 

British and French literatures, 

and all concerned with colonial 

and post-colonial discourse. 

Ali Behdad is Assistant 

Professor of English and 

Comparative Literature at the 

University of California, Los 

Angeles. 

Post-Contemporary Interventions 

208 pages, 10 b&w photographs, 

2 maps 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1471-1 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1454-1 

library cloth edition, $44.95 
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House/Garden/Nation: 
Space, Gender, and 
Ethnicity in Post- 
Colonial Latin American 
Literatures by Women 

lleana Rodriguez 
Translated by Robert Carr 
with the author 

How ironic, the author thought 

on learning of the Sandinista’s 

electoral defeat, that at its death the 

Revolutionary State left Woman, 

Violeta Chamorro, located at the 

center. The election signaled the 

end of one transition and the 

beginning of another, with Woman 

somewhere on the border between 

the neo-liberal and Marxist pro¬ 

jects. It is such transitions that 

lleana Rodriguez takes up here, 

unraveling their weave of gender, 

ethnicity, and nation as it is 

revealed in literature written by 

women. 

In House/Garden/Nation the narra¬ 

tives of five Centro-Caribbean 

writers illustrate these times of 

transition: Duke Maria Loynaz, 

from colonial rule to independence 

in Cuba; Jean Rhys, from colony to 

commonwealth in Dominica; 

Simone Schwarz-Bart, from slave 

to free labor in Guadeloupe; 

Gioconda Belli, from oligarchic 

capitalism to social democratic 

socialism in Nicaragua; and Teresa 

de la Parra, from independence to 

modernity in Venezuela. Focusing 

on the nation as garden, hacienda, 

or plantation, Rodriguez shows us 

these writers debating the predica¬ 

ment of women under nation for¬ 

mation from within the confines 

of marriage and home. 

In reading these post-colonial 

literatures by women facing the 

crisis of transition, this study 

highlights urgent questions of 

destitution, migration, exile, and 

inexperience, but also networks of 

value allotted to women: beauty, 

clothing, love. As a counterpoint 

on issues of legality, policy, and 

marriage, Rodriguez includes a 

chapter on male writers: Jose 

Eustacio Rivera, Omar Cabezas, 

and Romulo Gallegos. Her work 

presents a sobering picture of 

women at a crossroads, continu¬ 

ally circumscribed by history and 

culture, writing their way. 

lleana Rodriguez is Associate 

Professor of Spanish and Portu¬ 

guese at Ohio State University. 

Post-Contemporary Interventions 
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6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1465-7 

paper, $16.95 
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library cloth edition, $49.95 
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Still Life in Real 
Time: Theory after 
Television 

Richard Dienst 

Television can be imagined in 

a number of ways: as a profuse 

flow of images, as a machine that 

produces new social relation¬ 

ships, as the last lingering gasp of 

Western metaphysical thinking, 

as a stuttering relay system of 

almost anonymous messages, as 

a fantastic construction of time. 

Richard Dienst engages each of 

these possibilities as he explores 

the challenge television has 

posed for contemporary theories 

of culture, technology, and 

media. 

Five theoretical projects provide 

Still Life in Real Time with its 

framework: the cultural studies 

tradition of Raymond Williams; 

Marxist political economy; 

Heideggerian existentialism; 

Derridean deconstruction; and a 

Deleuzian anatomy of images. 

Drawing lessons from television 

programs like Twin Peaks and 

Crime Story, television events like 

the Gulf War, and television 

personalities like Madonna, 

Dienst produces a remarkable 

range of insights on the character 

of the medium and on the theo¬ 

ries that have been affected by it. 

From the earliest theorists who 

viewed television as a new meta¬ 

phor for a global whole, a liberal 

technology empty of ideological 

or any other content, through 

those who saw it as a tool for 

consumption, making time a 

commodity, to those who sense 

television’s threat to being and its 

intimate relation to power, 

Dienst exposes the rich pattern 

of television’s influence on 

philosophy, and hence on the 

deepest levels of contemporary 

experience. 

A book of theory, Still Life in 

Real Time will compel the atten¬ 

tion of all those with an interest 

in the nature of the ever present, 

ever shifting medium of televi¬ 

sion and its role in the thinking 

that marks our time. 

Richard Dienst is Assistant 

Professor of English at Purdue 

University and a founding 

editor of Polygraph. 

Post-Contemporary Interventions 
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6x9 trim size 
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isbn 0-8223-1451-7 

library cloth edition, $49.95 
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Rethinking 
Objectivity 

Allan Megill, editor 

Although “objectivity” is a term 

used widely in many areas of 

public discourse, from discus¬ 

sions concerning the media and 

politics to debates over political 

correctness and cultural literacy, 

the question “What is objectiv¬ 

ity?” is often ignored, as if the 

answer were obvious. In this 

volume, Allan Megill has gath¬ 

ered essays from fourteen lead¬ 

ing scholars in a variety of 

fields—history, anthropology, 

philosophy, psychology, history 

of science, sociology of science, 

feminist studies, literary studies, 

and accounting—to gain critical 

understanding of the idea of 

objectivity as it functions in 

today’s world. 

In diverse essays the authors 

provide fascinating studies of 

objectivity in such areas as 

anthropological research, 

corporate and governmental 

bureaucracies, legal discourse, 

photography, and the study and 

practice of the natural sciences. 

Taken together, Megill argues, 

this volume calls for developing 

a notion of “objectivities.” The 

absolute sense of objectivity— 

that is, objectivity as a “God’s eye 

view”—must be supplemented, 

and in part supplanted, by 

disciplinary, procedural, and 

dialectical senses of objectivity. 

This book will be of great inter¬ 

est to a broad range of scholars 

as it presents current thinking on 

a topic of fundamental concern 

across the disciplines in the 

humanities and social sciences. 

Contributors. Barry Barnes, 

Dagmar Barnouw, Lorraine 

Code, Lorraine Daston, Johannes 

Fabian, Kenneth J. Gergen, Mary 

E. Hawkesworth, Evelyn Fox 

Keller, George Levine, Allan 

Megill, Peter Miller, Andy 

Pickering, Theodore M. Porter, 

Barbara Flerrnstein Smith 

Allan Megill, Professor of His¬ 

tory at the University of Virginia, 

is the author of Prophets of 

Extremity: Nietzsche, Heidegger, 

Foucault, Derrida and coeditor 

of The Rhetoric of the Human 

Sciences. 

Post-Contemporary Interventions 
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6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1494-0 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1479-7 

library cloth edition, $45.95 
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Selected titles available 

in Post-Contemporary 

Interventions 

Tarrying with the Negative: 

Kant, Hegel, and the 

Critique of Ideology 

Slavoj Zizek 

1993- 304 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1395-2 

paper, $16.95 

isbn 0-8223-1362-6 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

The Construction of 

Authorship: Textual 

Appropriation in Law 

and Literature 

Martha Woodmansee and 

Peter Jaszi, editors 

1993. 480 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1412-6 

paper, $18.95 

isbn 0-8223-1382-0 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

Origins of Modern 

Japanese Literature 

Karatani Kojin 

Translation edited by 

Brett de Bary 

Foreword by Fredric Jameson 

1993- 240 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1323-5 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1312-x 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

The Rhetoric of Empire: 

Colonial Discourse in 

Journalism, Travel Writing, 

and Imperial Administration 

David Spurr 

1993. 223 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1317-0 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1303-0 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

Winner of the 1990 

James Russell Lowell Prize 

Postmodernism, or, 

The Cultural Logic of 

Late Capitalism 

Fredric Jameson 

1992 (1990). 461 pages, 24 illus¬ 

trations, 8 in color, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1090-2 

paper, $19.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-0929-7 

cloth, $34.95 

Rights-. World, excluding Europe 

and British Commonwealth 

(except Canada) 

Co-winner of the 1992 Katherine 

Singer Kovacs Award 

The Repeating Island: 

The Caribbean and the 

Postmodern Perspective 

Antonio Benitez-Rojo 

Translated by James E. Maraniss 

1992. 328 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1221-2 

paper, $17.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1225-5 

library cloth edition, $52.95 

The Tao and the Logos: 

Literary Hermeneutics, 

East and West 

Zhang Longxi 

1992. 232 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1218-2 

paper, $16.95 

isbn 0-8223-1211-5 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

The Dialectics of Our 

America: Genealogy, Cultural 

Critique, and Literary History 

Jose David Saldivar 

1991. 231 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1169-0 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1161-5 

library cloth edition, $34.50 

Fables of Power: Aesopian 

Writing and Political History 

Annabel Patterson 

1991.184 pages, 8 b&w illustra¬ 

tions, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1118-6 

paper, $14.95 

isbn 0-8223-1106-2 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Doing What Comes Naturally: 

Change, Rhetoric, and the 

Practice of Theory in Literary 

and Legal Studies 

Stanley Fish 

1990 (1989). 624 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0995-5 

paper, $19.95 

isbn 0-8223-0859-2 

library cloth edition, $39.50 

Rights: World, excluding Europe 

and British Commonwealth 

(except Canada) 

Heterology and the 

Postmodern: Bataille, 

Baudrillard, and Lyotard 

Julian Pefanis 

1991. 200 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1093-7 

paper, $17.95 

isbn 0-8223-1075-9 

library cloth edition, $32.00 
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American Studies 

New 

Americanists 

A Series 

Edited by 

Donald E. Pease 

Coyote Country: 
Fictions of the 
Canadian West 

Arnold E. Davidson 

For most North Americans— 

Canadians as well as Americans 

—the term “Western” evokes 

images of the frontier, brave 

sheriffs and ruthless outlaws, 

good cowboys and bad Indians. 

As Arnold E. Davidson shows in 

this ground-breaking study, a 

number of Canada’s most inter¬ 

esting and experimental Western 

writers parody, reverse, or other¬ 

wise defuse the paraphernalia of 

the classic U.S. Western. Lacking 

both a real and imagined fron¬ 

tier—Canadian settlers rode 

trains into the new territory, 

already policed by Mounties— 

the writers of Canadian Westerns 

were set a different task from 

their American counterparts and 

were subsequently freed to create 

some of the most complex and 

engrossing fiction yet produced 

in Canada. 

Davidson details the evolution of 

the U.S. and Canadian Western 

forms, tracing the divergence 

between the two as Canadian 

writers responded to their 

unique historical circumstances 

by reinventing the West as well as 

the Western and establishing a 

new literary landscape where 

author and reader could work 

out new possibilities of being. 

Surveying a range of texts by 

Canada’s most innovative 

writers, with special attention to 

women writers and Native stories 

of Coyote, he provides close 

readings of novels by Howard 

O’Hagan, Sheila Watson, Robert 

Kroetsch, Aritha van Herk, Anne 

Cameron, Peter Such, W. O. 

Mitchell, Beatrice Culleton, and 

Thomas King. 

A unique study, Coyote Country 

offers at one and the same time a 

theory of Canadian Western 

fiction, a history of crosscultural 

paradigms of the West as mani¬ 

fested in novels, and an intensive 

reading of some of Canada’s best 

literature. 

Arnold E. Davidson, Research 

Professor of Canadian Studies at 

Duke University, is the author 

and editor of numerous books 

on Canadian literature. 

New Americanists 
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6x9 trim size 
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library cloth edition, $32.95 
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Revisionary 
Interventions into the 
Americanist Canon 

Donald E. Pease, editor 

Throughout the era of the Cold 

War a consensus reigned as to 

what constituted the great 

works of American literature. 

Yet as scholars have increasingly 

shown and as this volume un¬ 

mistakably demonstrates, that 

consensus was built upon the 

repression of the voices and 

historical contexts of subordi¬ 

nated social groups as well as 

literary works themselves, works 

both outside and within the 

traditional canon. This book 

is an effort to recover those 

lost voices. Engaging New 

Historicist, neo-Marxist, 

poststructuralist, and other 

literary practices, this volume 

marks important shifts in the 

organizing principles and self¬ 

understanding of the field of 

American Studies. 

Originally published as a special 

issue of boundary 2, the essays 

gathered here discuss writers as 

diverse as Kate Chopin, 

Frederick Douglass, Emerson, 

Melville, W. D. Howells, Henry 

James, W. E. B. DuBois, and 

Mark Twain, plus the historical 

figure John Brown. Two major 

sections devoted to the theory 

of romance and to cultural- 

historical analyses emphasize 

the political perspective of 

“New Americanist” literary and 

cultural study. 

Contributors. William E. Cain, 

Wai-chee Dimock, Howard 

Horwitz, Gregory S. Jay, Steven 

Mailloux, John McWilliams, 

Susan Mizruchi, Donald E. 

Pease, Ivy Schweitzer, Priscilla 

Wald, Michael Warner, Robert 

Weimann 

Donald E. Pease, Ted and Helen 

Geisel Third Century Professor 

of Humanities at Dartmouth 

College, is the author of Vision¬ 

ary Compacts: American Renais¬ 

sance Writings in Cultural Con¬ 

text and coeditor of Cultures of 

United States Imperialism, also 

published by Duke University 

Press. 
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National Identities 
and Post-Americanist 
Narratives 

Donald E. Pease, editor 

National narratives create imagi¬ 

nary relations within imagined 

communities called national 

peoples. But in the American 

narrative, alongside the nexus 

of belonging established for the 

national community, the national 

narrative has represented other 

peoples (women, blacks, “for¬ 

eigners,” the homeless) from 

whom the property of nationness 

has been removed altogether and 

upon whose differences from 

them the national people de¬ 

pended for the construction of 

their norms. Dismantling this 

opposition has become the task 

of post-national (post-American¬ 

ist) narratives, bent on changing 

the assumptions that founded the 

“national identity.” 

This volume, originally published 

as a special issue of boundary 2, 

focuses on the process of 

assembling and dismantling the 

American national narrative(s), 

sketching its inception and 

demolition. The contributors 

examine various cultural, politi¬ 

cal, and historical sources— 

colonial literature, mass move¬ 

ments, epidemics of disease, mass 

spectacle, transnational corpora¬ 

tions, super-weapons, popular 

magazines, literary texts—out of 

which this narrative was con¬ 

structed and propose different 

understandings of nationality 

and identity following in its 

wake. 

Contributors. Jonathan Arac, 

Lauren Berlant, Robert J. Corber, 

Elizabeth Freeman, Kathryn V. 

Lingberg, Jack Matthews, Alan 

Nadel, Patrick O’Donnell, Daniel 

O’Hara, Donald E. Pease, Ross 

Posnock, John Carlos Rowe, Rob 

Wilson 

New Americanists 
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American Indian 
Persistence and 
Resurgence 

Karl Kroeber, editor 

This collection celebrates the 

resurgence of Native Americans 

within the cultural landscape of 

the United States. During the 

past quarter century, the Native 

American population in the 

United States has seen an aston¬ 

ishing demographic growth 

reaching beyond all biological 

probability as increasing num¬ 

bers of Americans desire to 

admit or to claim Native Ameri¬ 

can ancestry. This volume illus¬ 

trates a unique moment in 

history as unprecedented num¬ 

bers of Native Americans seek to 

create a powerful, flexible sense 

of cultural identity. 

Diverse commentators, including 

literary critics, anthropologists, 

ethnohistorians, poets, and a 

novelist address persistent issues 

facing Native Americans and 

Native American studies today. 

The future of White-Indian 

relations, the viability of Pan- 

Indianism, tensions between 

Native Americans and North 

American anthropologists, and 

new developments in 

ethnohistory are among the 

topics discussed. The survival of 

Native Americans as recorded in 

this collection, an expanded 

edition of a special issue of 

boundary 2, brings into focus the 

dynamically adaptive values of 

Native American culture. Native 

Americans’ persistence in U.S. 

culture—not disappearing under 

the pressure to assimilate or 

because of genocidal warfare— 

reminds us of the extent to 

which any living culture is 

defined by the process of trans¬ 

formation. 

Contributors. Linda Ainsworth, 

Jonathan Boyarin, Raymond J. 

DeMallie, Elaine Jahner, Karl 

Kroeber, William Overstreet, 

Douglas R. Parks, Katharine 

Pearce, Jarold Ramsey, Wendy 

Rose, Edward H. Spicer, Gerald 

Vizenor, Priscilla Wald 

Karl Kroeber is Mellon Profes¬ 

sor in the Humanities at 

Columbia University and Editor 

Emeritus of Studies of American 

Indian Literatures. 
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Literary & Cultural Criticism 

Eloquent Obsessions: 
Writing Cultural 
Criticism 

Marianna Torgovnick, editor 

Out of the core of experience, 

these essays began as obsessions. 

Whether founded in some 

strongly lived moment, deeply 

held conviction, long-term inter¬ 

est, or persistent and unanswered 

question, these essays reveal the 

writer’s voice—personal, often 

passionate, full of conviction, 

certainly unmistakable. Marianna 

Torgovnick has drawn together 

writings by leading contemporary 

scholars in the humanities, repre¬ 

senting fields of literary criticism, 

American and Romance studies, 

anthropology, and art history. 

Eloquent Obsessions presents 

cultural criticism at its thoughtful 

and writerly best. 

This collection explores a wide 

range of issues at the intersection 

of personal and social history— 

from growing up in the South to 

exploring a love for France or 

Japan, from coming of age as a 

feminist to mapping the history 

of National Geographic, from 

examining the cultural “we” to 

diagnosing class structures in 

Israel or showing how photogra¬ 

phy deals with AIDS. The authors 

here bring writerly genres— 

autobiography, memoir, or travel 

narrative—to intellectual tasks 

such as textual readings or inves¬ 

tigating the histories of institu¬ 

tions. Continuing a tradition of 

cultural criticism established by 

writers such as Samuel Johnson, 

Zora Neale Hurston, Edmund 

Wilson, Hannah Arendt, or 

Raymond Williams, these essays 

seek to make a difference, to have 

an impact, and are based on the 

fundamental premise that writers 

have something to say about 

society. Simply put, this collec¬ 

tion offers models for writing 

eloquently about culture— 

models that are intellectually and 

socially responsible, but attuned 

to the critic’s voice and the 

reader’s ear. 

Aimed not just at academics but 

also at a more general audience 

alive to the concerns and inter¬ 

ests of society today, Eloquent 

Obsessions, a revised and ex¬ 

panded version of a special issue 

of South Atlantic Quarterly, will 

extend beyond the academy 

contemporary ways of writing 

about culture. 

Contributors. Jane Collins, Cathy 

N. Davidson, Virginia R. Domin¬ 

guez, Mark Edmundson, Gerald 

Graff, Richard Inglis, Aldona 

Jonaitis, Alice Kaplan, Catherine 

Lutz, Nancy K. Miller, Linda Orr, 

Andrew Ross, Henry M. Sayre, 

Jane Tompkins, Marianna 

Torgovnick 

Marianna Togovnick, Professor 

of English at Duke University, 

is author of Gone Primitive: 

Savage Intellects, Modern Lives 

and Crossing Ocean Parkway: 

Readings by an ltalian-American 

Daughter (forthcoming). 
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6x9 trim size 
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paper, $17.95 
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CAUTION 
An Other Tongue: 
Nation and Ethnicity 
in the Linguistic 
Borderlands 

Alfred Arteaga, editor 

As our millennium draws to a 

close, we find ourselves in the 

midst of great and rapid global 

changes, with nations and politi¬ 

cal systems dissolving all around 

us and the world becoming one 

of shifting identities—of peoples 

unified and divided by such 

distinctions as nationality, 

ethnicity, race, religion, and 

colonial status. The articulation 

and construction of these dis¬ 

tinctions, the very language of 

difference, is the subject of An 

Other Tongue. This collection 

of essays by a group of distin¬ 

guished scholars explores the 

interconnections between lan¬ 

guage and identity. 

Chicanos, the U.S.-Mexico bor¬ 

derland polyglots whose sense of 

history, nationality, and race is as 

mixed as their language, are the 

book’s prime example. But the 

authors recognize that border 

zones, like diasporas and post¬ 

colonial relations, occur globally, 

and their discussion of hybrid or 

mestizo identities ranges from 

the United States to the Carib¬ 

bean to South Asia to Ireland. 

Drawing on personal experience, 

readings of poetry and fiction, 

and cultural theory, the authors 

detail the politics of being hu¬ 

man through the mediation of 

language. What does “shadow” 

mean to the Native American 

Indian, or diaspora to the East 

Indian immigrant? How does 

British colonialism yet affect 

Irish and Indian nationalist 

literary production? Why is the 

split between Eastern and West¬ 

ern European language use 

necessarily schizophrenic? So 

much of our sense of difference 

today is constructed as we speak. 

An Other Tongue speaks with 

eloquence to this phenomenon 

and will be of great interest to 

those concerned with the dis¬ 

course of post-colonial studies, 

critical theory, and the remap¬ 

ping of world literature. 

Contributors. Norma Alarcon, 

Alfred Arteaga, Juan Bruce- 

Novoa, Cordelia Chavez 

Candelaria, Michael G. Cooke, 

Edmundo Desnoes, Eugene C. 

Eoyang, David Lloyd, Lydie 

Moudileno, Jean-Luc Nancy, 

Tejaswini Niranjana, Ada Savin, 

Gayatri Spivak, Michael Smith, 

Tzvetan Todorov, Luis A. Torres, 

Gerald Vizenor 

Alfred Arteaga, Assistant Profes¬ 

sor of English at the University 

of California, Berkeley, is the 

author of Cantos, a book of 

poetry. 
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6x9 trim size 
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isbn 0-8223-1458-4 

library cloth edition, $49.95 
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Maternal Fictions: 
Stendhal, Sand, 
Rachilde, and Bataille 

Maryline Lukacher 

Stendhal, George Sand, Rachilde, 

Georges Bataille: Forgoing the 

patronym, with its weight of 

meaning, these modern French 

writers renamed themselves in 

their work. Their use of pseud¬ 

onyms, as Maryline Lukacher 

demonstrates in this provocative 

study, is part of a process to 

subvert the name of the father 

and explore the suppressed 

relation to the figure of the 

mother. Combining psychoana¬ 

lytic criticism, feminist theory, 

and literary analysis, Maternal 

Fictions offers a complex psycho¬ 

logical portrait of these writers 

who managed at once to chal¬ 

lenge patriarchal authority and 

at the same time attempt to 

return to the maternal. 

Through readings of Armance, Le 

Rouge et le noir, La Vie de Henry 

Brulard, and Les Cenci, Lukacher 

exposes Stendhal’s preoccupa¬ 

tion with his dead mother, who 

is obsessively retrieved through¬ 

out his work. George Sand’s 

identity is, in effect, divided 

between two mothers, her bio¬ 

logical mother and her grand¬ 

mother, and in Histoire de ma 

vie, Indiana, and Mauprat, we see 

the writer’s efforts to break the 

impasse created by this divided 

identity. In the extraordinary but 

too little known work of 

Rachilde (Marguerite Eymery), 

Lukacher finds the maternal 

figure identified as the secret 

inner force of patriarchal oppres¬ 

sion. This resistance to feminism 

continues in the pseudonymous 

work of Georges Bataille. In Ma 

mere, Le coupable, and L’Experi- 

ence interieure, Lukacher traces 

Bataille’s representation of the 

mother as a menacing, ever 

subversive figure who threatens 

basic social configurations. 

Maternal Fictions establishes a 

new pseudonymous genealogy in 

modern French writing that will 

inform and advance our under¬ 

standing of the act of self¬ 

creation that occurs in fiction. 

Maryline Lukacher is Associate 

Professor of French at Northern 

Illinois University. 
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A special issue of SAQ 

Celine, U.S.A. 

Alice Kaplan and 
Philippe Roussin, editors 

Celine, U.S.A. explores the Ameri¬ 

can career of French writer Louis- 

Ferdinand Celine—his American¬ 

ism, his changing conception of 

the United States, and his mark 

on American writers since the 

1930s. 

Beginning with his 1925 tour of 

the United States as a public 

health bureaucrat trained by the 

Rockefeller Foundation and 

ending with his imprisonment in 

Denmark in 1946 when a group of 

American petitioners urged the 

Danes not to extradite him to 

France, these essays describe such 

events as Celine’s visit to New 

York to promote Journey to the 

End of the Night and his American 

editor’s refusal to translate his 

anti-Semitic pamphlet, Bagatelles 

pour un massacre. Celine’s influ¬ 

ence on America is explored 

through discussions among con¬ 

temporary French and American 

critics on topics such as the 

American dream, the translation 

of the language of literary mod¬ 

ernism, and the relationship of 

that language to violence and 

ideology. Featuring the first 

English translation of Celine’s 

prison notes on his postwar 

trilogy, as well as never-before- 

published letters from Celine to 

his American editors, this volume 

will appeal to all those interested 

in Celine’s life, work, and his 

effect on America and American 

writers. 

Contributors. William K. Buckley, 

Louis-Ferdinand Celine, Morris 

Dickstein, Thomas J. Ferraro, 

Peter Glassgold, Henri Godard, 

Raoul R. Ibarguen, Fredric 

Jameson, Alice Kaplan, Andrea 

Loselle, Mark Jay Mirsky, Yves 

Pages, Linda Orr, Bob Perelman, 

Philippe Roussin, Rosemarie 

Scullion, Marc Snyder, Philip 

Stewart, Ron Sukenick, Philip 

Watts 

Alice Kaplan is Associate Profes¬ 

sor in the Department of Ro¬ 

mance Studies and the Program 

in Literature at Duke University. 

She is the author, most recently, 

of her memoir, French Lessons. 

Philippe Roussin is a research 

fellow at the Centre National de 

la Recherche Scientifique in Paris 

and the author of a forthcoming 

book on Celine, The Figure of the 

Author as Doctor. 

Vol. 93, No. 2 

250 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6409-3 

paper, $10.00 
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Inventing High and 
Low: Literature, Mass 
Culture, and Uneven 
Modernity in Spain 

Stephanie Sieburth 

Dire word of the cultural threat 

of the lowbrow goes back at least 

to the ancient Greeks, and yet, 

Stephanie Sieburth suggests, no 

division between “high” and 

“low” culture will stand up to 

logical scrutiny. Why, then, does 

the opposition persist? In this 

book Sieburth questions the 

terms of this perennial debate 

and uncovers the deep cultural, 

economic, and psychological 

tensions that lead each generation 

to reinvent the distinction be¬ 

tween high and low. She focuses 

on Spain, where this opposition 

plays a special role in notions of 

cultural development and where 

leading writers have often made 

the relation of literature to mass 

culture the theme of their novels. 

Choosing two historical moments 

of sweeping material and cultural 

Feminism and 
Postmodernism 

Margaret Ferguson and 
Jennifer Wicke, editors 

This collection of essays explores 

the significant agreements and 

tensions between contemporary 

feminist and postmodern 

theories and practices. Having 

brought enormous changes to 

conceptions of the body, identity, 

and the media, postmodernity 

compels the rethinking of many 

feminist categories, including 

female experience, the self, and 

the notion that “the personal is 

political.” Feminist analysis has 

been equally important, though 

not always equally acknowl¬ 

edged, as a force within postmo¬ 

dernism. Feminist writings on 

subjectivity, master narratives, 

and the socioeconomic under¬ 

pinnings of the master narrative 

of theory itself have been par¬ 

ticularly influential. This volume 

traces the crossings and mutual 

interrogations of these two 

traditions into the arenas of 

cultural production, legal 

discourse, and philosophical 

thought. 

Multidisciplinary and interna¬ 

tional in their collective focus, 

the essays range from a study of 

Madonna as an Italian American 

woman who is revising the cul¬ 

tural meanings of an ethnic 

feminism to a unique interview 

with Mairead Keane, the national 

head of the Women’s Depart¬ 

ment of the Irish political party 

Sinn Fein. Turning the prism of 

postmodern feminism onto such 

diverse cultural objects as literary 

and literary critical texts, con¬ 

temporary film, and music, these 

essays intervene in debates 

regarding technology, sexuality, 

and politics. Challenging mod¬ 

ern feminisms to articulate their 

change in Spanish history, 

Sieburth reads two novels from 

the 1880s (by Benito Perez 

Galdos) and two from the 1970s 

(by Juan Goytisolo and Carmen 

Martin Gaite) as fictional theo¬ 

ries about the impact of moder¬ 

nity on culture and politics. Her 

analysis reveals that the high-low 

division in the cultural sphere 

reinforces other kinds of separa¬ 

tions—between social classes or 

between men and women—dear 

to the elite but endangered by 

progress. This tension, she 

shows, is particularly evident in 

Spain, where modernization has 

been a contradictory and uneven 

process, rarely accompanied by 

political freedom, and where 

consumerism and mass culture 

coexist uneasily with older ways 

of life. 

Weaving together a wide spec¬ 

trum of diverse material, her 

work will be of interest to readers 

concerned with Spanish history 

and literature, literary theory, 

popular culture, and the rela¬ 

tions between politics, econom¬ 

ics, gender, and the novel. 

Stephanie Sieburth is Associate 

Professor of Spanish at Duke 

University. 
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inescapable relation to postmo¬ 

dern society, this expanded 

edition of a special issue of 

boundary 2 also explores ways in 

which feminism can work as the 

cutting edge of a global 

postmodernism. 

Contributors. Salwa Bakr, Claire 

Detels, Margaret Ferguson, Carla 

Freccero, Marjorie Garber, Bar¬ 

bara Harlow, Laura E. Lyons, 

Anne McClintock, Toril Moi, 

Linda Nicholson, Mary Poovey, 

Andrew Ross, David Simpson, 

Kathyrn Bond Stockton, Jennifer 

Wicke 

Margaret Ferguson is Professor 

of English at the University of 

Colorado, Boulder. Jennifer 

Wicke is Associate Professor of 

Comparative Literature at New 

York University. 

a boundary 2 book 
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Complementarity: 
Anti-Epistemology 
after Bohr and Derrida 

Arkady Plotnitsky 

Many commentators have re¬ 

marked in passing on the reso¬ 

nance between deconstructionist 

theory and certain ideas of quan¬ 

tum physics. In this book, 

Arkady Plotnitsky rigorously 

elaborates the similarities and 

differences between the two by 

focusing on the work of Niels 

Bohr and Jacques Derrida. In 

detailed considerations of Bohr’s 

notion of complementarity and 

his debates with Einstein, and in 

analysis of Derrida’s work via 

Georges Bataille’s concept of 

general economy, Plotnitsky 

demonstrates the value of ex¬ 

ploring these theories in relation 

to each other. 

Bohr’s term “complementarity” 

describes a situation, unavoid¬ 

able in quantum physics, in 

which two theories thought to be 

mutually exclusive are required 

to explain a single phenomenon. 

Light, for example, can only be 

explained as both wave and 

particle, but no synthesis of the 

two is possible. This theoretical 

transformation is then examined 

in relation to the ways that 

Derrida sets his work against or 

outside of Hegel, also resisting a 

similar kind of synthesis and 

enacting a transformation of its 

own. 

Though concerned primarily 

with Bohr and Derrida, 

Plotnitsky also considers a wide 

range of anti-epistemological 

endeavors, including the work of 

Nietzsche, Bataille, and the 

mathematician Kurt Godel. 

Under the rubric of complemen¬ 

tarity he develops a theoretical 

framework that raises new possi¬ 

bilities for students and scholars 

of literary theory, philosophy, 

and philosophy of science. 

Arkady Plotnitsky holds degrees 

in mathematics from the Univer¬ 

sity of St. Petersburg and com¬ 

parative literature from the 

University of Pennsylvania, 

where he teaches in the English 

Department. 
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A special issue of SAQ 

The Writings of 
J. M. Coetzee 

Michael Valdez Moses, editor 

Acclaimed and controversial, 

South African novelist and critic 

J. M. Coetzee challenges the very 

terms with which his work is 

closely associated—postmodern¬ 

ism and postcolonialism. What 

are the connections, if any, 

between the two? How do we 

understand a self-reflexive narra¬ 

tive as a response to contempo¬ 

rary conditions in South Africa? 

The essays in The Writings ofj. 

M. Coetzee detail that challenge 

from a variety of angles. 

The Writings ofj. M. Coetzee 

provides a trenchant discussion 

of Coetzee in relation to Nadine 

Gordimer; a detailed examina¬ 

tion of the land—the place in 

which Coetzee’s characters find 

(or lose) themselves; a probing 

look into the ethical dimensions 

of Coetzee’s Age of Iron; as well as 

intriguing perspectives on his 

works Foe, In the Heart of the 

Country, and Life &Times of 

Michael K. Featuring an excerpt 

from Coetzee’s forthcoming 

novel about Fyodor Dostoevsky 

—The Master of Petersburg— 

this provocative issue will be of 

special interest to all scholars of 

third world and postcolonial 

literature. 

Contributors. Derek Attridge, 

Rita Barnard, Richard Begam, 

Paul A. Cantor, J. M. Coetzee, 

Ian Glenn, Michael Valdez 

Moses, Caroline Rody, Philip R. 

Wood 

Michael Valdez Moses is Andrew 

W. Mellon Assistant Professor of 

English at Duke University. 

Vol. 93, No. 1 

195 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6408-5 

paper, $10.00 

A special issue of 

positions 

The Nationalism 
Question 

Tani E. Barlow, senior editor 
for the positions collective 

Since the end of the Cold War, 

nationalism studies have taken 

on new political urgency and 

significance. This special issue of 

positions: east asia cultures cri¬ 

tique poses questions about what 

constitutes nationalism, where it 

exists, and how, why, and by 

whom it is put into practice. The 

contributors suggest that the 

power of nationalist politics to 

construct identity in East Asia 

should be taken seriously, while 

they distance themselves from 

the simplistic political essentia- 

lizing that has marked earlier 

nationalist movements. 

This exceptional collection 

includes a pioneering brief by 

Paik Nak-chung advocating a 

Korean national literature; works 

by South Korean laborer-poet 

Pak No-hae and prize-winning 

poet Takara Ben; a discussion of 

the miniaturized nation encoded 

in the Splendid China theme 

park; and an analysis of Kon 

Satoshi’s progressive manga. 

World Apartment Horror. Other 

essays examine the development 

of imperial subjects in Okinawa, 

trace the genealogies of statist 

discourses in India and China, 

and look at Korean resistance 

literature written in Japanese. 

Covering a variety of disciplines 

and a number of regions, The 

Nationalism Question demon¬ 

strates the strength of late twen¬ 

tieth-century nationalisms and 

will be of interest to anthropolo¬ 

gists, literary scholars, historians, 

and specialists in East Asian 

studies. 
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Contributors. Ann Anagnost, 

Tani E. Barlow, Alan S. Christy, 

Chun Kyung-ja, Prasenjit Duara, 

Norma Field, John M. Frankl, 

Eric Karchmer, Li Tuo, Aihwa 

Ong, Paik Nak-chung, Pak No- 

hae, David Pollack, Takara Ben, 

C. J. W.-L. Wee, Yingjin Zhang 

Tani E. Barlow, Associate Profes¬ 

sor of History at San Francisco 

State University, is the editor of 

Gender Politics in Modern China: 

Writing and Feminism, also 

published by Duke University 

Press. 

Vol. 1, No. 3 

300 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6411-5 

paper, $10.00 
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A special issue of 

Social Text 

Sex Workers and 
Sex Work 

Anne McClintock, editor 

It is not the exchange of money 

that demeans sex workers, but the 

social context of violence and 

hypocrisy in which that exchange 

is made—or so say the many 

prostitutes, media activists, and 

academics who contribute to this 

powerful look at the international 

sex industry. Protesting the 

stigmatized public image of sex 

workers as hapless victims, con¬ 

tributors debate the politics of 

female representation and agency 

and claim a place for sex workers 

at the feminist front line. 

Many voices, including both 

clients and commercial sex work¬ 

ers, give an insider’s view on the 

networks of power, profit, and 

pleasure that crisscross the 

commercial body. In an unusual 

essay accompanied by photo¬ 

graphs of his cross-gender trans¬ 

formation, transvestite Robert / 

“Stella” explores the intricate 

desires and memories that drive 

him to engage in S/M scenarios 

and cross-dressing. Hard Core 

author Linda Williams examines 

the performance work of Annie 

Sprinkle; Candida Royalle, ex¬ 

porn actress and current director 

and producer of porn films for 

women and couples, discusses the 

complexities of being a feminist 

pornographer. 

The testimonies of sex workers 

presented in this issue reveal a 

hidden world of male sexual 

vulnerability, confusion, grief, 

thwarted desires, bafflement, and 

rage. By turns fascinating and 

thought-provoking, this intrigu¬ 

ing, illustrated volume will 

interest scholars of feminism and 

gender and cultural studies, as 

well as general readers interested 

in the politics of sex. 

Contributors. “Barbara,” Lynn 

Chancer, Nancy Fraser, Judith 

Halberstam, Janice M. Irvine, 

Marilyn Ivy, Carol Jacobsen, 

“Jasmin,” Anne McClintock, 

Mistress Vena, Gail Pheterson, 

Robert / “Stella,” Candida 

Royalle, Linda Williams 

Anne McClintock is Associate 

Professor of English and Com¬ 

parative Literature at Columbia 

University and the author of 

Imperial Leather: Race, Gender, 

and Sexuality in the Colonial 

Contest (forthcoming). 
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A special issue of 

American Literature 

New Melville 

Cathy N. Davidson, editor 

American Literary 
Scholarship: An 
Annual 1992 

David J. Nordloh, editor 

Why “new”? Why “Melville”? Is there 

anything significant and original left 

to say about America’s most reviewed 

canonical writer? The contributors to 

New Melville answer with a resound¬ 

ing “Yes!” Attesting to a renewed 

energy in Melville studies, this vol¬ 

ume documents the vitality of the 

field and the persistence of Melville as 

an object of study by looking at some 

recurrent critical themes—sexuality, 

textuality, violence, the pastoral, 

innocence, authorship, and canon 

formation—in a fresh light. 

Beginning with an assessment of 

Melville’s past and present place in 

the American literary canon, the 

authors present differing, sometimes 

contradictory views of Melville’s 

writings. While one contributor 

brings together a wide array of visual 

and literary texts to explore cultural, 

metaphoric, mythological, and ideo¬ 

logical linkages between cannibalism 

and homosexuality in Melville’s 

works, another looks at his “hand¬ 

some sailor” to ask questions about 

voice and voicelessness. Other con¬ 

tributors investigate the role of criti¬ 

cism in the creation of the canonical 

Melville. Using a broad range of 

critical and theoretical tools, New 

Melville’s innovative and original 

essays will appeal to students and 

scholars of American literature. 

Contributors. Caleb Crain, Cathy N. 

Davidson, Paul Lauter, Julian Mar- 

kels, Samuel Otter, Elizabeth Renker, 

Nancy Ruttenberg 

Cathy N. Davidson is Professor of 

English at Duke University and cur¬ 

rent President of the American Stud¬ 

ies Association. She is the author of 

36 Views of Mount Fuji: Finding My¬ 

self in Japan. 

Vol. 66, No. 1, 240 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6407-7 

paper, $10.00 
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American Literary Scholarship is 

published in annual volumes 

that cover current critical analy¬ 

sis of American literature in each 

year since 1963. “A systematic 

evaluative guide to current 

published studies of American 

literature. These bibliographic 

essays are selective and critical; 

they describe and evaluate pub¬ 

lished works, identify trends, and 

indicate areas ripe for research.” 

—AlA Booklist 

Contents 
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David J. Nordloh is Professor of 

English at Indiana University. 
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Latin American Studies 

Writing without 
Words: Alternative 
Literacies in 
Mesoamerica and 
the Andes 

Elizabeth Hill Boone and 
Walter D. Mignolo, editors 

The history of writing, or so the 

standard story goes, is an ascend¬ 

ing process, evolving toward the 

alphabet and finally culminating 

in the “full writing” of recorded 

speech. Writing without Words 

challenges this orthodoxy and 

with it widespread notions of 

literacy and dominant views of 

art and literature, history and 

geography. Asking how knowl¬ 

edge was encoded and preserved 

in Pre-Columbian and early 

colonial Mesoamerican cultures, 

the authors focus on systems of 

writing that did not strive to 

represent speech. Their work 

reveals the complicity of ideol¬ 

ogy in the history of literacy and 

offers new insight into the his¬ 

tory of writing. 

The contributors—who include 

art historians, anthropologists, 

and literary theorists—examine 

the ways in which ancient 

Mesoamerican and Andean 

peoples conveyed meaning 

through hieroglyphic, pictorial, 

and coded systems, systems 

inseparable from the ideologies 

they were developed to serve. 

We see, then, how these systems 

changed with the European 

invasion and how uniquely 

colonial writing systems came to 

embody the post-conquest 

American ideologies. The 

authors also explore the role of 

these early systems in religious 

discourse and their relation to 

later colonial writing. 

Bringing the insights from 

Mesoamerica and the Andes to 

bear on a fundamental exchange 

among art history, literary 

theory, semiotics, and anthropol¬ 

ogy, the volume reveals the 

power contained in the medium 

of writing. 

Contributors. Elizabeth Hill 

Boone, Tom Cummins, Stephen 

Houston, Mark B. King, Dana 

Leibsohn, Walter D. Mignolo, 

John Monaghan, John M. D. 

Phol, Joanne Rappaport, Peter 

van der Loo 

Elizabeth Hill Boone is Director 

of Pre-Columbian Studies at 

Dumbarton Oaks. Walter D. 

Mignolo is Professor in the 

Department of Romance Studies 

and the Program in Literature at 

Duke University. 
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Everyday Forms of 
State Formation: 
Revolution and the 
Negotiation of Rule 
in Modern Mexico 

Gilbert M. Joseph and 
Daniel Nugent, editors 
Foreword by James C. Scott 

Everyday Forms of State Forma¬ 

tion is the first book to systemati¬ 

cally examine the relationship 

between popular cultures and 

state formation in revolutionary 

and post-revolutionary Mexico. 

While most accounts have 

emphasized either the role of 

peasants and peasant rebellions 

or that of state formation in 

Mexico’s past, these original 

essays reveal the state’s day-to- 

day engagement with grass-roots 

society by examining popular 

cultures and forms of the state 

simultaneously and in relation 

to one another. 

Structured in the form of a 

dialogue between a distinguished 

array of Mexicanists and com¬ 

parative social theorists, this 

volume boldly reassesses past 

analyses of the Mexican revolu¬ 

tion and suggests new directions 

for future study. Showcasing a 

wealth of original archival and 

ethnographic research, this 

collection provides a new and 

deeper understanding of 

Mexico’s revolutionary experi¬ 

ence. It also speaks more broadly 

to a problem of extraordinary 

contemporary relevance: the 

manner in which local societies 

and self-proclaimed “revolution¬ 

ary” states are articulated his¬ 

torically. The result is a unique 

collection bridging social his¬ 

tory, anthropology, historical 

sociology, and cultural studies in 

its formulation of new ap¬ 

proaches for rethinking the 

multifaceted relationship be¬ 

tween power, culture, and resis¬ 

tance. 

Contributors. Ana Maria Alonso, 

Armando Bartra, Marjorie 

Becker, Barry Carr, Philip Corri¬ 

gan, Romana Falcon, Gilbert M. 

Joseph, Alan Knight, Florencia E. 

Mallon, Daniel Nugent, Elsie 

Rockwell, William Roseberry, 

Jan Rus, Derek Sayer, James C. 

Scott 

Gilbert M. Joseph is Professor of 

History and Chair of the Council 

of Latin American Studies at Yale 

University. He is the author of 

Revolution From Without: 

Yucatan, Mexico, and the United 

States, also published by Duke 

University Press. Daniel Nugent 

is Assistant Professor of Anthro¬ 

pology at the University of 

Arizona. 
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Media Studies 

A special issue of 

boundary 2 

The Postmodernism 
Debate in Latin 
America 

John Beverley and 
Jose Oviedo, editors 
Michael Aronna, translator 

In a region that has only recently, 

and unevenly, acceded to 

modernity, the concept of post¬ 

modernism seems oddly 

inappropriate and out of place. 

Yet in Latin America the concept 

of postmodernism has risen to 

the top of the agenda in cultural 

and political debates. The Post¬ 

modernism Debate in Latin 

America provides a sense of what 

this specific engagement has 

involved, while also lending a 

transnational framework to the 

discussion of postmodernism 

generally. 

The contributors to this volume 

include major figures represent¬ 

ing varied and differing positions 

within the postmodernism 

debate in Latin America. They 

share in common the assump¬ 

tion that postmodernism is a 

way of designating both the 

process of economic and cultural 

transnationalization within Latin 

America and the emergence in 

the international sphere of a 

formerly colonial or neocolonial 

periphery that has Latin America 

at its center. As a whole, the 

volume illustrates how the post¬ 

modernism debate in Latin 

America differs from Anglo- 

European manifestations, in 

which the theme of the end of 

modernity is prominent. Rather, 

the Latin American debate con¬ 

cerns the complexity of its own 

uneven modernity as well as the 

current situation of its own 

hybrid pre- and postmodern 

cultures, in particular, the crisis 

of the Latin American left and 

the new challenges and 

possibilities opened up by 

democratization. 

Contributors. Xavier Albo, Jose 

Joaquin Brunner, Fernando 

Calderon, Enrique Dussel, 

Nestor Garcia Canclini, Martin 

Hopenhayn, the Latin American 

Subaltern Studies Group, 

Norbert Lechner, Anibal 

Quijano, Nelly Richard, Carlos 

Rincon, Beatriz Sarlo, Silviano 

Santiago, Hernan Vidal 

John Beverley is Professor of 

Spanish and Latin American 

Literature at the University of 

Pittsburgh. Jose Oviedo is a 

graduate student at the Univer¬ 

sity of Pittsburgh. 
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Cracked Coverage: 
Television News, 
the Anti-Cocaine 
Crusade, and the 
Reagan Legacy 

Jimmie L. Reeves and 
Richard Campbell 

Carefully documenting the 

deceptions and excesses of televi¬ 

sion news coverage of the so- 

called cocaine epidemic, Cracked 

Coverage stands as a bold indict¬ 

ment of the backlash politics of 

the Reagan coalition and its 

implicit racism, the mercenary 

outlook of the drug control 

establishment, and the enterpris¬ 

ing reporting of crusading jour¬ 

nalism. Blending theoretical and 

empirical analyses, Jimmie L. 

Reeves and Richard Campbell 

explore how TV news not only 

interprets “reality” in ways that 

reflect prevailing ideologies, but 

is in many respects responsible 

for constructing that reality. 

Their examination of the com¬ 

plexity of television and its role 

in American social, cultural, and 

political conflict is focused spe¬ 

cifically on the ways in which 

American television during the 

Reagan years helped stage and 

legitimate the “war on drugs,” 

one of the great moral panics of 

the postwar era. 

The authors persuasively argue, 

for example, that powder cocaine 

in the early Reagan years was 

understood and treated very 

differently on television and by 

the state than was crack cocaine, 

which was discovered by the 

news media in late 1985. In their 

critical analysis of 270 news 

stories broadcast between 1981 

and 1988, Reeves and Campbell 

demonstrate a disturbing dispar¬ 

ity between the earlier presenta¬ 

tion of the middle- and upper- 

class “white” drug offender, for 

whom therapeutic recovery was 

an available option, and the 

subsequent news treatment of 

the inner-city “black” drug 

delinquent, often described as 

beyond rehabilitation and sub¬ 

ject only to intensified strategies 

of law and order. Enlivened by 

provocative discussions of Nancy 

Reagan’s antidrug activism, the 

dramatic death of basketball star 

Len Bias, and the myth of the 

crack baby, the book argues that 

Reagan’s war on drugs was at 

heart a political spectacle that 

advanced the reactionary agenda 

of the New and Religious 

Right—an agenda that dismissed 

social problems grounded in 

economic devastation as indi¬ 

vidual moral problems that 

could simply be remedied by just 

saying “no.” 
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Political Theory & Public Policy 

Wide ranging and authoritative, 

Cracked Coverage is a truly inter¬ 

disciplinary work that will attract 

readers across the humanities 

and social sciences in addition to 

students, scholars, journalists, 

and policymakers interested in 

the media and drug-related 

issues. 

Jimmie L. Reeves is Assistant 

Professor in the Department of 

Communication and the Pro¬ 

gram in American Culture at the 

University of Michigan. Richard 

Campbell, also Assistant Profes¬ 

sor in the Department of Com¬ 

munication and the Program in 

American Culture at the Univer¬ 

sity of Michigan, is the author of 

60 Minutes and the News. 
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New in Paperback 

The Unvarnished 
Doctrine: Locke, 
Liberalism, and the 
American Revolution 

Steven M. Dworetz 
With a new preface by 
the author 

In The Unvarnished Doctrine, 

Steven M. Dworetz addresses two 

critical issues in contemporary 

thinking on the American Revo¬ 

lution—the ideological character 

of this event, and, more specifi¬ 

cally, the relevance of “America’s 

Philosopher, the Great Mr. 

Locke,” in this experience. Recent 

interpretations of the American 

revolution, particularly those of 

Bailyn and Pocock, have incor¬ 

porated an understanding of 

Locke as the moral apologist of 

unlimited accumulation and the 

original ideological crusader for 

the “spirit of capitalism.” This 

view has been based largely on 

the work of theorists Leo Strauss 

and C. B. Macpherson. Drawing 

on an examination of sermons 

and tracts of the New England 

clergy, Dworetz argues that the 

colonists themselves did not hold 

this conception of Locke. More¬ 

over, these ministers found an 

affinity with the principles of 

Locke’s theistic liberalism and 

derived a moral justification for 

revolution from those principles. 

The connection between Locke 

and colonial clergy, Dworetz 

maintains, constitutes a signifi¬ 

cant, radicalizing force in Ameri¬ 

can revolutionary thought. 

“Provocative and challenging, 

Dworetz’s argument is calculated 

to unsettle intellectual compla¬ 

cency and to prompt Americans 

to a new appreciation of the 

liberal philosophic foundations 

of liberal philosophy.”—Wilson 

Carey McWilliams, Rutgers 

University 

“ The Unvarnished Doctrine re¬ 

stores Lockean-liberal thought to 

its proper place as the dominant 

ideology of the American Revolu¬ 

tion. In doing so, this excellent 

book challenges republican revi¬ 

sionism. ...”—Douglas Jaenicke, 

Political Studies 

Steven M. Dworetz is Associate 

Professor of Political Science at 

Wheaton College, Norton, Massa¬ 

chusetts. 
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The Politics of 
Health Care Reform: 
Lessons from the Past, 
Prospects for the 
Future 

James A. Morone and 
Gary S. Belkin, editors 

This distinguished collection 

stands out from the recent flurry 

of books on health reform by its 

sustained and sophisticated analy¬ 

sis of the political dimension. In 

The Politics of Health Care Reform, 

some of America’s best-known 

political scientists, historians, and 

legal scholars make sense of our 

most turbulent policy issue. They 

dig below the jargon and minu¬ 

tiae to explore the enduring 

questions of American politics, 

government reform, and health 

care. 

The Politics of Health Care Reform 

explains how successful reforms 

occur in the United States and 

shows what is unique about 

health care issues. Theoretically 

informed, politically astute, 

historically nuanced, this volume 

takes an inventory of our health 

policy infrastructure. Here is an 

account of the institutions, ideas, 

and interests that shape health 

policy in the 1990s: Congress, the 

federal courts, interest groups, 

state governments, the public 

bureaucracy, business (large and 

small), the insurance industry, 

the medical profession. The 

volume offers a fresh look at 

such critical matters as public 

opinion, the politics of race and 

gender, and the lessons we can 

draw from other nations. 

The Politics of Health Care Re¬ 

form is the definitive collection 

of political science essays about 

health care. Expanded from two 

special issues of the Journal of 

Health Politics, Policy and Law, 

the most prominent scholarly 

journal in the field it helped 

create, this collection will enliven 

the present debate over health 

reform and instruct everyone 

who is concerned about the 

future of American health care. 

Contributors. Lawrence Brown, 

Robert Evans, William Glaser, 

Colleen Grogan, Robert Hackey, 

Lawrence Jacobs, Nancy Jecker, 

Taeku Lee, Joan Lehman, David 

McBride, Ted Marmor, Cathie Jo 

Martin, James A. Morone, Mark 

Peterson, David Rochefort, Rand 

Rosenblatt, David Rothman, 

Joan Ruttenberg, Mark 

Schlesinger, Theda Skocpol, 

Michael Sparer, Deborah Stone, 

Kenneth Thorpe 

James A. Morone is Professor of 

Political Science at Brown Uni¬ 

versity and Editor of the Journal 

of Health Politics, Policy and Law. 

Gary S. Belkin, a physician at 

Massachusetts General complet¬ 

ing a residency in psychiatry, is 

Associate Editor of the Journal of 

Health Politics, Policy and Law. 
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Post-Soviet & East European Studies 

Hopes and Shadows: 
Eastern Europe After 
Communism 

J. F. Brown 

After the exuberance that 

marked the revolutions of 1989, 

the countries of Eastern Europe 

have faced the breathtakingly 

ambitious task of remaking their 

societies. Simultaneously they 

have sought to build liberal 

democracies based on market 

economics, while confronting 

reassertions of claims for na¬ 

tional independence long sup¬ 

pressed. Taking up where his 

previous book Surge to Freedom 

ended, J. F. Brown’s Hopes and 

Shadows analyzes the results of 

the first four years of Eastern 

Europe’s separation from com¬ 

munist rule and the prospects for 

the future. 

The forces at work in the midst 

of this revolution are examined 

from a perspective that is neces¬ 

sarily both historical and con¬ 

temporary as the complex rela¬ 

tionship between the tasks that 

face these countries and the 

legacy of their communist and 

pre-communist past shape the 

difficult present. As the useful¬ 

ness of the designation “Eastern 

Europe” is itself questioned, 

Brown provides both regional 

and country-by-country analysis 

of the political situation. The 

Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hun¬ 

gary, and Poland are grouped 

together, as are Romania, Bul¬ 

garia, and Albania, to address 

questions such as the develop¬ 

ment of liberal democratic cul¬ 

ture, the activation of democratic 

institutions and procedures, and 

the future of former communist 

bureaucracies. He considers the 

former Yugoslavia—now torn 

violently apart—largely as a 

separate case. The theoretical, 

political, social, financial, cul¬ 

tural, and psychological dimen¬ 

sions of the transition from 

socialism to a market economy 

are discussed in detail. The final 

aspect of this revolution, the 

failure of which most immedi¬ 

ately threatens the entire process, 

is the attempt to build new and 

stable national statehoods. 

Brown explores the history and 

impact of the current reemer¬ 

gence of nationalism and the 

dangers it represents. 

A comprehensive and authorita¬ 

tive survey, J. F. Brown’s analysis 

and presentation of the contem¬ 

porary Eastern European politi¬ 

cal landscape will be essential 

reading for scholars and special¬ 

ists and of great interest to gen¬ 

eral readers. 

J. F. Brown was Distinguished 

Scholar in Residence, RFE/RL 

Research Institute, Munich, from 

1991 to 1993. He is the author of 

many books, including Eastern 

Europe and Communist Rule 

(1988) and Surge to Freedom: The 

End of Communist Rule in East¬ 

ern Europe (1991), both published 

by Duke University Press. 
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Developments in East 
European Politics 

Stephen White, Judy Batt, 
and Paul G. Lewis, editors 

Formerly a part of the Soviet 

empire, the countries of Central 

and Eastern Europe are now in 

the process of a complex transi¬ 

tion from authoritarianism to 

more open systems based upon 

political democracy and a market 

economy. Beginning with the 

dramatic developments of the 

late 1980s and early 1990s, Devel¬ 

opments in East European Politics 

examines the factors that have 

shaped the region as a whole and 

then focuses in detail on the 

changing politics of Poland, 

Hungary, Bulgaria, and the 

successor republics to the former 

Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia. 

At the core of the book is a set of 

comparative chapters that con¬ 

sider more broadly based pro¬ 

cesses of change including the 

reawakening of nationalism, 

emerging party systems, political 

leadership and participation, 

voting behavior, economic 

reform, and social policy. The 

volume concludes with a discus¬ 

sion of the comparative politics 

of post-communist Eastern 

Europe, a consideration of this 

region’s changing international 

status, and a presentation of 

selected voices of the people of 

Eastern Europe themselves. 

A collection of essays written by 

leading specialists from both 

sides of the Atlantic, Develop¬ 

ments in East European Politics 

provides an authoritative, cur¬ 

rent, and unrivaled guide to the 

forces that are reshaping half a 

continent. 

Contributors. Judy Batt, John D. 

Bell, Chris Corrin, Bob Deacon, 

Jan Ake Dellenbrant, Judy 

Dempsey, Krzysztof Jasiewicz, 

Paul G. Lewis, David S. Mason, 

Daniel N. Nelson, George 

Schopflin, Jim Seroka, Nigel 

Swain, Ray Taras, Stephen White, 

Gordon Wightman 

Stephen White is Professor of 

Politics at the University of 

Glasgow. Judy Batt is Lecturer at 

the Centre for Russian and East 

European Studies at the Univer¬ 

sity of Birmingham. Paul G. 

Lewis is Senior Lecturer in Gov¬ 

ernment at the Open University. 
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History 

Muslim Communities 
Reemerge: Historical 
Perspectives on 
Nationality, Politics, 
and Opposition in the 
Former Soviet Union 
and Yugoslavia 

Andreas Kappeler, 
Gerhard Simon, and 
Georg Brunner, editors 
Edward Allworth, editor of 
the English-language edition 

The terrible events afflicting 

Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina 

and Tajikistan fill the news, 

commanding the world’s atten¬ 

tion. This timely volume offers 

rare insight into the background 

of these catastrophic conflicts. 

First published in German on the 

eve of the breakup of the Yugo¬ 

slav and Soviet republics, Muslim 

Communities Reemerge is one of 

the few books in any language to 

analyze, in detail and in depth, 

the historical and contemporary 

situation of Muslims in former 

communist states and thus 

clarifies the sources, develop¬ 

ment, and implications of the 

events that dominate today’s 

foreign news. 

In fourteen chapters and an 

updated introduction, European 

and North American specialists 

examine the recent evolution of 

Islamic expression and practice 

in these former Communist 

regions, as well as its political 

significance within officially 

atheistic regimes. Representing a 

wide range of disciplines and 

perspectives, the authors detail 

how the modern ethno-religious 

situation developed and matured 

in hostile circumstances, the 

degree of latitude the local Mus¬ 

lims achieved in religious expres¬ 

sion, and what prospect the 

future seemed to offer just before 

the breakup of the Soviet Union 

and the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia. Overall, the book 

provides a thorough analysis of 

the coincidence and tension 

between ethnic and religious 

identity in two countries offi¬ 

cially devoted to the separation 

of ethnic groups in domestic 

cultural arrangements but not in 

the social or political realm. 

Contributors. Edward Allworth, 

Hans Braker, Marie Broxup, 

Georg Brunner, Bert G. Fragner, 

Uwe Halbach, Wolfgang 

Hopken, Andreas Kappeler, 

Edward J. Lazzerini, Richard 

Lorenz, Alexandre Popovic, 

Sabrina Petra Ramet, Azade-Ay^e 

Rorlich, Gerhard Simon, Tadeusz 

Swietochowski 

Andreas Kappeler is Professor of 

East European History, Gerhard 

Simon is Professor of Political 

Science, and Georg Brunner is 

Professor of Public Administra¬ 

tion Law, all at the University of 

Cologne. Edward Allworth is 

Professor Emeritus of Turko- 

Soviet Studies and Special 

Lecturer, Department of Middle 

East and Asian Languages 

and Cultures, at Columbia 

University. 
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Constitutional 

Conflicts 

A Series by the Institute 

of Bill of Rights Law 

at the College of 

William and Mary 

Series Editors: Rodney A. 

Smolla and Neal Devins 

New in Paperback 

Truman and the 
Steel Seizure Case: 
The Limits of 
Presidential Power 

Maeva Marcus 
Foreword by Louis Fisher 

Government seizure of the 

nation’s strikebound steel mills 

on 8 April 1952 stands as one of 

President Harry S Truman’s most 

controversial actions, represent¬ 

ing an unprecedented use of 

presidential power. On 8 June 

1952 the United States Supreme 

Court invalidated Truman’s 

order with its monumental 

decision in Youngstown Sheet and 

Tube Co. v. Sawyer. The history 

and significance of this case 

constitute the subject of Maeva 

Marcus’s meticulously re¬ 

searched, brilliantly analyzed, 

and authoritative study. From 

Truman’s initial assertion of 

“inherent” executive power 

under the Constitution to the 

High Court’s seven opinions, 

Marcus assesses the influence of 

the case on the doctrine of sepa¬ 

ration of powers and, specifically, 

the nature and practice of execu¬ 

tive authority. First published in 

1977 (Columbia University 

Press), and reissued here in 

paperback with a new foreword 

by Louis Fisher, this book 

remains the definitive account of 

the Steel Seizure incident and its 

political and legal ramifications. 

“Rarely, perhaps never, has a 

judicial proceeding been the 

subject of such thorough and 

perceptive exposition as Marcus 

has given the Steel Seizure 

case.”—Howard C. Westwood, 

University of Chicago Law Review 

“The richness of the research, the 

sophistication of the analysis, 

and the great editorial skill and 

care that went into the book will 

make this a standard work for all 

students of the Truman era.” 

—Arthur F. McClure, American 

Historical Review 

“A model study among those 

which use a single incident to 

illumine larger issues. But 

although we learn much of the 

political and economic and 

social history of the early 1950s, 

it is in legal history and over a 

longer span that Dr. Marcus 

excels.”—A. E. Campbell, Times 

Literary Supplement 

Maeva Marcus is Director and 

Editor of the Documentary 

History of the Supreme Court of 

the United States, 1789-1800. 
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Poor Whites of the 
Antebellum South: 
Tenants and Laborers 
in Central North 
Carolina and North¬ 
east Mississippi 

Charles C. Bolton 

In Poor Whites of the Antebellum 

South Charles C. Bolton gives a 

distinct voice to one of the most 

elusive groups in the society of 

the Old South. Bolton’s detailed 

examination reveals much about 

the lives of these landless white 

tenants and laborers and their 

relationship to yeoman farmers, 

black slaves, free blacks, and elite 

whites. Providing a provocative 

analysis of the failure of the 

Jeffersonian “yeoman ideal” of 

democracy in white-majority 

areas, this book also shows how 

poor whites represented a more 

significant presence on the 

political, economic, and social 

landscape than previously had 

been thought. 

Looking at two specific regions 

—the “settled” central piedmont 

of North Carolina and the “fron¬ 

tier” of northeast Mississippi— 

Bolton describes how poor 

whites played an important, 

though circumscribed, role in 

the local economy. Dependent 

on temporary employment, they 

represented a troubling presence 

in a society based on the prin¬ 

ciples of white independence and 

black slavery. Although perceived 

by southern leaders as a threat, 

poor whites, Bolton argues, did 

not form a political alliance with 

either free or enslaved blacks 

because of numerous factors 

including white racism, kinship 

ties, religion, education, and 

mobility. A concluding discus¬ 

sion of the crisis of 1860-61 

examines the rejection of seces¬ 

sion by significant numbers of 

poor whites, as well as the impli¬ 

cations for their future as the Old 

South turned toward the New. 

Poor Whites of the Antebellum 

South sheds light on a group 

often neglected in southern 

history. It is an important contri¬ 

bution that will be of interest to 

all students and historians of the 

American South. 

Charles C. Bolton is Director of 

the Mississippi Oral History 

Program and Assistant Professor 

of History at the University of 

Southern Mississippi. 
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Engaging the Past: 
The Uses of History 
across the Social 
Sciences 

Eric H. Monkkonen, editor 

Vigorous historical exploration 

has increased across the social 

sciences in the past two decades. 

Originally published as a series 

of articles in the journal Social 

Science History, the essays in this 

volume provide a guide to his¬ 

torical social science by survey¬ 

ing the use of historical data and 

methodologies in anthropology, 

sociology, political science, 

economics, and geography. 

Each essay in Engaging the Past 

pays close attention to the 

unique problems and methods 

associated with its particular 

social scientific discipline. By 

exploring questions raised by 

both contemporary and more 

established works within each 

field, the authors show that some 

of the best and most innovative 

research in each of the social 

sciences includes a strong his¬ 

torical component. Thus, as Eric 

H. Monkkonen’s introduction 

shows, these essays taken to¬ 

gether make it clear that histori¬ 

cal research provides a significant 

key to many of the major issues 

in the social sciences. 

Intended for the growing com¬ 

munity of both social scientists 

and historians interested in 

reading or researching histori¬ 

cally informed social science, 

Engaging the Past suggests future 

directions that might be taken by 

this work. Above all, by provid¬ 

ing a set of user’s guides written 

by respected social scientists, it 

encourages future boundary 

crossings between history and 

each of the social sciences. 

Contributors. Andrew Abbott, 

Richard Dennis, Susan Kellogg, 

Eric H. Monkkonen, David Brian 

Robertson, Hugh Rockoff 

Eric H. Monkkonen is Professor 

of History at the University of 

California, Los Angeles. 
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Classics Medieval & Renaissance Studies 

Time and the Erotic 
in Horace’s Odes 

Ronnie Ancona 

In Horace’s Odes love cannot 

last. Is the poet unromantic, as 

some critics claim? Is he merely 

realistic? Or is he, as Ronnie 

Ancona contends, relating the 

erotic to time in a more complex 

and interesting way than either 

of these positions allows? This 

book is an incisive exploration of 

how temporality functions as a 

defining feature of Horace’s love 

poems. 

Drawing on contemporary 

theory, including recent work in 

feminist criticism, Ancona pro¬ 

vides close readings of fourteen 

odes, which are presented in 

English translation as well as in 

Latin. Through a discussion of 

the poet’s use of various tempo¬ 

ral devices—the temporal ad¬ 

verb, seasonal imagery, and the 

lover or beloved’s own temporal¬ 

ity—she shows how Horace 

makes time dominate the erotic 

context and, further, how the 

version of love that appears in his 

poems is characterized by the 

lover’s desire to control the 

beloved. The romantic ideal of a 

timeless love, which Horace 

appears to reject, emerges here 

instead as an underlying element 

of the poet’s portrayal of the 

erotic. In a critique of the pre¬ 

dominant modes of recent 

Horatian scholarship on the love 

odes, Ancona offers an alterna¬ 

tive view that takes into account 

the male gender of the lover and 

its effect on the structure of 

desire in the poems. By doing so, 

she advances a broader project in 

recent classical studies that aims 

to include discussion of features 

of classical literature, such as 

sexuality and gender, which have 

previously escaped critical atten¬ 

tion. Her work will be of primary 

interest to classicists, but will also 

engage the attention of scholars 

and teachers in the humanities 

with specializations in gender, 

sexuality, lyric poetry, or feminist 

theory. 

Ronnie Ancona is Assistant Pro¬ 

fessor of Classics and Director, 

Master of Arts in the Teaching of 

Latin, at Hunter College. 
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Al-Ghazali and the 
Ashcarite School 

Richard M. Frank 

Widely regarded among students 

of medieval thought as the most 

important of the medieval 

Islamic thinkers, al-Ghazall 

(1058-1111) remains an extremely 

complex figure whose texts con¬ 

tinue to present serious chal¬ 

lenges for scholars. In this book, 

Richard M. Frank confronts the 

traditional view of al-Ghazall as a 

loyal supporter of Ashcarite doc¬ 

trine and reexamines his relation¬ 

ship to the school theologians. 

This reexamination, Frank 

argues, is essential to an under¬ 

standing of al-Ghazall’s work, a 

diverse series of texts made diffi¬ 

cult by the various postures and 

guises assumed by their author. 

Statements by al-Ghazall regard¬ 

ing the kalam (the speculative 

theology of the schools) and its 

status as a religious science pro¬ 

vide the focus for a detailed 

analysis that contrasts the tradi¬ 

tional school theology with his 

own. From this, the question of 

al-Ghazall’s relationship to the 

Ashcarite school becomes a key to 

the basic characteristics of his 

method and language and there¬ 

fore to the overall sense that 

governs much of his work. 

Finally, as reflected in the chro¬ 

nological sequence of al-Ghazali’s 

writings, Frank’s analysis demon¬ 

strates al-Ghazali’s commitment 

to basic elements of Avicennian 

philosophy and his progressive 

alienation from the AslTarite 

establishment. 

Al-GhazalT and the Ash'arite 

School offers an important and 

provocative reassessment of a 

major medieval Islamic thinker. It 

will be of interest not only to 

specialists in the field, but also to 

a broad range of historians of the 

period and to those interested in 

all aspects of Islam. 

Richard M. Frank is Professor of 

Semitic and Egyptian Languages 

and Literatures at the Catholic 

University of America. 

Duke Monographs in Medieval & 

Renaissance Studies #15 

136 pages 

6x9 trim size 

isbn 0-8223-1427-4 

cloth, $29.95 
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Living with the Shore 

Living 

with the Shore 

A Series Edited by 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr., 

and William J. Neal 

Sponsored by the 

National Audubon 

Society 

About the series 

“America’s foremost philosopher of 

the beaches, the sea bottoms and 

the coastal sands [Orrin Pilkey] ... 

is challenging some long-held 

notions about the ways in which 

people use and maintain beaches. 

A decade ago, when he began 

warning of the dangers of‘beach 

degradation,’ he found little public 

support. Today, as concern for our 

shore environment grows, people 

are listening.”—Barnard L. Collier, 

The New York Times Magazine 

“Duke University Press has pub¬ 

lished a series, Living with the 

Shore, to educate the determined 

shore dweller. Maps show what is 

happening on each stretch of 

beach, in enough detail to cover 

specific homesites. The books offer 

guidelines for buying and building 

at the shore. They fist federal, state, 

and local agencies that are involved 

in coastal development, as well as 

give up-to-date information on 

laws that regulate land use.” 

—Kelly Walker, Forbes 

Available in the Series 

The Beaches Are Moving: 

The Drowning of America’s 

Shoreline 

Wallace Kaufman and 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr. 

1983.346 pages, 5x8 

isbn 0-8223-0574-7 

paper, $14.95^ 

Living with the Alabama/ 

Mississippi Shore 

Wayne F. Canis, et al. 

1985. 232 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0511-9 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0510-0 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the 

California Coast 

Gary Griggs and Lauret Savoy 

1985. 415 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0633-6 

paper, $i8.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0632-8 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

Living with the 

Chesapeake Bay and 

Virginia's Ocean Shores 

Larry G. Ward, et al. 

1989. 250 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0889-4 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-0868-1 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

A Moveable Shore: The Fate 

of the Connecticut Coast 

Peter C. Patton and 

James M. Kent 

1991. 240 pages, 9 Vi x 8 

isbn 0-8223-1147-x 

paper, $2i.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1128-3 

library cloth edition, $52.95 

From Currituck to 

Calabash: Living with 

North Carolina’s 

Barrier Islands 

Second Edition 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr., et al. 

1982. 258 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0548-8 

paper, $15.95^ 

Living with the East 

Florida Shore 

Orrin H. Pilkey, Jr., et al. 

1985. 275 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0515-1 

paper, Si6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0514-3 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the West 

Florida Shore 

Larry J. Doyle, et al. 

1985. 240 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0517-8 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0516-x 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the 

Georgia Shore 

Tonya D. Clayton, et al. 

1992. 296 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-1219-0 

paper, $i7-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1215-8 

library cloth edition, $45.50 

Living with the Lake 

Erie Shore 

Charles H. Carter, et al. 

1987. 276 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0741-3 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0678-6 

library cloth edition, $41.95 

Living with Long Island’s 

South Shore 

Larry McCormick, et al. 

1984.167 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0502-x 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-0501-1 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the 

Louisiana Shore 

Joseph T. Kelley, et al. 

1984.177 pages, 9x6 

ISBN 0-8223-0519-4 

paper, $i3-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0518-6 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the Coast 

of Maine 

Joseph T. Kelley, et al. 

1989.185 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0885-1 

paper, $i4_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0864-9 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

Living with the New 

Jersey Shore 

Karl F. Nordstrom, et al. 

1986. 208 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0698-0 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0543-7 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

Living with the Shore of 

Puget Sound and the 

Georgia Strait 

Thomas A. Terich 

1987.182 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0745-6 

paper, $i6-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0689-1 

library cloth edition, $37.00 

Living with the South 

Carolina Shore 

William J. Neal, et al. 

1984. 218 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0524-0 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0522-4 

library cloth edition, $31.95 

Living with the Texas Shore 

Robert A. Morton, et al. 

1983. 202 pages, 9x6 

isbn 0-8223-0500-3 

paper, $i6.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-0499-6 

library cloth edition, $31.95 
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Selected Backlist & Bestsellers 

ART 

Jackson Pollock: 

“Psychoanalytic” 

Drawings 
Claude Cernuschi 

Foreword by 

Michael P. Mezzatesta 

“Many of [Pollock’s] ‘psychoana¬ 

lytic’ drawings communicate 

anguish through agitated line 

and jagged shapes that often 

interlock. There’s no way of 

knowing whether he made all or 

some of these images as personal 

catharsis or as pure aesthetic 

investigations, but we can see 

why scholars would find them 

irresistible.”—Edward J. Sozan- 

ski, The Philadelphia Inquirer 

Published in Association with 

Duke University Museum of Art 

1992.156 pages, 96 illustrations, 

58 in color, 9 x 12 

isbn 0-8223-1274-3 

paper, $32.50tr 

isbn 0-8223-1250-6 

cloth, $62.95 

The Art Museums of 

Louis I. Kahn 

Patricia C. Loud 

Foreword by Michael P. 

Mezzatesta 

This beautifully illustrated exhi¬ 

bition catalog provides the first 

comprehensive study of the 

renowned American architect 

Louis I. Kahn’s three art muse¬ 

ums: the Yale University Art 

Gallery, the Kimball Art Mu¬ 

seum, and the Yale Center for 

British Art. 

Published in Association with 

Duke University Museum of Art 

1990.304 pages, 271 duotones, 

7 color images, 9 x 12 

isbn 0-8223-0998-x 

paper, $32.ootr 

isbn 0-8223-0989-0 

library cloth edition, $63.ootr 

A Way of Seeing 

Helen Levitt 

With an essay by James Agee 

Third edition, a revision of the 

1981 Horizon edition with eigh¬ 

teen additional photographs 

“There is no fundamental differ¬ 

ence in the great landscapes and 

quiet portraits of Edward Weston 

and the profoundly revealing 

pictures of children by Helen 

Levitt. Both are photographic 

perceptions of the highest 

order.”—Ansel Adams 

Published in Association with the 

Center for Documentary Studies, 

Duke University 

1989.100 pages, 86 duotone 

photographs, 9 x 11 

isbn 0-8223-1005-8 

paper, $22.ootr 

In the Street: Chalk 

Drawings and Messages, 

New York City, 1938-1948 

Helen Levitt 

With an essay by Robert Coles 

Bringing together more than one 

hundred drawings and messages 

sketched in chalk on sidewalks 

and walls by New York City 

children in the 1930s and 1940s, 

Levitt shows us a vision of 

America in those years with the 

lyricism and grace for which she 

is known. 

Published in Association with the 

Center for Documentary Studies, 

Duke University 

1987.112 pages, 114 duotone 

photographs, 9 x 11 

isbn 0-8223-0771-5 

paper, $24-5otr 

CULTURAL STUDIES 

Cigarettes Are Sublime 
Richard Klein 

“Klein’s readings provide a liter¬ 

ary, philosophical and also cul¬ 

tural history of America’s love 

(hate) affair with cigarettes.”— 

Avital Ronell, author of Crack 

Wars: Literature/Addiction/Mania 

1993. 240 pages, 20 b&w photo¬ 

graphs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1401-0 

cloth, $2i.95tr 

Beyond a Boundary 

C. L. R. James 

Introduction by Robert Lipsyte 

“[This] is a book of remarkable 

richness and force, which vastly 

expands our understanding of 

sports as an element of popular 

culture in the Western and colo¬ 

nial world.”—Mark Naison, 

Nation 

1993. 291 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1383-9 

paper, $14.95^ 

Present Tense: Rock 

& Roll and Culture 

Anthony DeCurtis, editor 

“Present Tense is compelling and 

vital; not simply as a literate take 

on rock culture, but as a docu¬ 

ment of the struggle to come to 

terms with rock n’ roll’s tech¬ 

nologies and an attempt to 

capture the essence of these 

forms by forging unique styles of 

criticism.”—Sydney Pokorny, 

Artforum 

1992.332 pages, 12 illustrations, 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1265-4 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1261-1 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

Winner of the 1990 James Russell 

Lowell Prize 

Postmodernism, or, 

The Cultural Logic 

of Late Capitalism 

Fredric Jameson 

“An encyclopedic grasp of 

modern culture.”—Stuart Hall, 

Marxism Today 

1991 (1990). 461 pages, 24 illustra¬ 

tions, 8 in color, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1090-2 

paper, $19.95^ 

Rights-. World, excluding Europe 

and British Commonwealth 

(except Canada) 

On Longing: Narratives 

of the Miniature, the 

Gigantic, the Souvenir, 

the Collection 

Susan Stewart 

“This provocative set of essays 

considers objects of distortion 

and acquisition.... Its narratives 

intrigue.”—Voice Literary 

Supplement 

1993. 232 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1366-9 

paper, $13.95 
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GAY & LESBIAN 

STUDIES 

Tendencies 

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick 

“Sedgwick is deservedly 

recognised as the primum mobile 

of lesbian and gay studies.... 

Tendencies provides a marvel¬ 

ously exhilarating excursion 

across the range of her interests 

and involvements.”—Simon 

Watney, author of Policing Desire 

1993.304 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1421-5 

paper, $15.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1408-8 

library cloth edition, $44.95 

Homosexual Desire 

Guy Hocquenghem 

Translated by Daniella Dangoor 

With a new introduction by 

Michael Moon 

Preface by Jeffrey Weeks 

“Homosexual Desire may well be 

the first example of what we now 

call queer theory.”—Douglas 

Crimp 

1993.160 pages, 5V2 x 8V2 

isbn 0-8223-1384-7 

paper, $13.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1425-8 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

Queering the Renaissance 

Jonathan Goldberg, editor 

A major reassessment that re¬ 

draws the map of sexuality and 

gender studies in the Renaissance. 

1993. 424 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1385-5 

paper, $18.95 

isbn 0-8223-1381-2 

library cloth edition, $54.95 

DANCE 

Main Selection Dance Book Club 

Poor Dancer’s Almanac: 

Managing Life and Work in 

the Performing Arts 

David R. White, Lise Friedman, 

and Tia Tibbitts Levinson, 

editors 

“The array of tools offered for 

managing [careers] is vast; from 

producing to funding to retire¬ 

ment plans, it’s a whole factory.” 

—Jae Gruenke, The Village Voice 

Published in Association with 

Dance Theater Workshop, Inc. 

1993- 384 pages, 7 illustrations, 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1319-7 

paper, $13.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1305-7 

library cloth edition, $45.00 

Days on Earth: The Dance 

of Doris Humphrey 

Marcia B. Siegel 

“With Days on Earth, Humphrey 

has finally come into her own as 

an artist of the first rank.”—Lynn 

Garafola, Dance Research Journal 

1993- 352 pages, 34 b&w photo¬ 

graphs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1346-4 

paper, $i4_95tr 

Special Citation by the 1993 De la 

Torre Bueno Award Committee 

Louis Horst: Musician 

in a Dancer’s World 

Janet Mansfield Soares 

“An act of love as well as a major 

contribution to the history of 

American dance, Louis Horst 

presents a comprehensive biog¬ 

raphy of a most unusual man.” 

—Art Times 

1992. 296 pages, 

32 b&w photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1226-3 

cloth, $3i.95tr 

FICTION/MEMOIR 

The Conjure Woman and 

Other Conjure Tales 

Charles W. Chesnutt 

Edited and with an introduction 

by Richard H. Brodhead 

“This edition of Chesnutt’s 

stories is important and well- 

edited. ... the definitive one....” 

—Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

1993. 216 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1387-1 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1378-2 

library cloth edition, $ 34.95 

The Journals of 

Charles W. Chesnutt 

Richard H. Brodhead, editor 

“I can think of no more astute 

commentator on American life 

in the rural South in the years 

after the Civil War than Charles 

W. Chesnutt.”—Cathy N. 

Davidson, editor, American 

Literature 

1993. 200 pages, 8 b&w photo¬ 

graphs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1424-x 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1379-0 

library cloth edition, $34.95 

The Mind Is Not the Heart: 

Recollections of a Woman 

Physician 

Eva J. Salber 

“The tone of these memoirs is 

one of calm and intelligent 

optimism. From her experience 

has come an engrossing book, 

an honest voice.”—Laura C. 

Hanson, New England Journal 

of Medicine 

1993 (1989)- 304 pages, 34 b&w 

photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1365-0 

paper, $15.95m 

Inheritance of Night: 

Early Drafts of Lie 

Down in Darkness 
William Styron 

With a preface by the author 

and an introduction by 

James L. W. West III 

Drawn from Styron’s papers 

archived at the Duke University 

Library, this facsimile edition of 

the early drafts of the award¬ 

winning novel Lie Down in 

Darkness affords much insight 

into the development of a major 

twentieth-century American 

writer. 

1993- 158 pages, 7 x 10 

isbn 0-8223-1309-x 

Numbered, signed edition, 

$125.00 

isbn 0-8223-1310-3 

Cloth, trade edition, $17.95^ 

Asphodel 

H.D. 

Robert Spoo, editor 

“H.D. stands as a model for the 

female expatriate American 

artist.... The novel presents an 

unabashed portrait of a woman’s 

life during the tumultuous 

World War I era.”—Robert 

Johnson, The Denver Post 

1992. 237 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1242-5 

paper, $i2.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1240-9 

library cloth edition, $42.50 
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Some Write to the Future: 

Essays on Contemporary 

Latin American Fiction 

Ariel Dorfman 

Translated by George Shivers 

with the author 

“In Some Write to the Future, 

Ariel Dorfman ... turns criti¬ 

cism into a personal quest—for 

his own context, both as writer 

and citizen of Latin America.... 

[An] intelligent and thoughtful 

book.”—James Polk, Washington 

Post Book World 

1992 (1991). 271 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1269-7 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1130-5 

cloth, $24.95tr 

From The Winner of the 1989 

Nobel Prize for Literature 

San Camilo, 1936 

Camilo Jose Cela 

Translated by John H. R. Polt 

“[It provides] a kind of high- 

voltage reporting of those days in 

Madrid that puts one in mind 

both of the dispatches from the 

Spanish front in the 30s and of 

the new journalism of the 

60s.... Vibrant and eloquent.” 

—Frederick Luciani, New York 

Times Book Review 

1991. 327 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1196-8 

paper, $i5-95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1179-8 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

SCIENCE FICTION 

Terminal Identity: The 

Virtual Subject in 

Postmodern Science 

Fiction 

Scott Bukatman 

“A groundbreaking work.... 

Bukatman covers everything and 

he does it with real style and 

■ •• . % 

intelligence.”—Steve Beard, i-D 

1993. 420 pages, 

30 b&w illustrations 

isbn 0-8223-1340-5 

paper, $i8.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1332-4 

library cloth edition, $57.95 

Storming the Reality 

Studio: A Casebook of 

Cyberpunk and 

Postmodern Science 

Fiction 

Larry McCaffery, editor 

“ [A] brilliant new compilation ... 

that you’ve just got to read ... 

[the] thesis is simple as a 

whitehot razor blade: we don’t 

read science fiction, we live it.” 

—Lance Olsen, Mondo 2000 

1992. 344 pages, 8 illustrations, 

6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1168-2 

paper, $i9_95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1158-5 

library cloth edition, $52.95 

HISTORY 

Greenwich Village 1963: 

Avant-Garde Performance 

and the Effervescent 

Body 

Sally Banes 

A vibrant portrait of a year that 

would change American culture 

and politics and the young artists 

whose work helped to galvanize 

those changes. 

1993- 352 pages, 

50 b&w photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1391-x 

paper, $i7.95tr 

isbn 0-8223-1357-x 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

Good Faith and Truthful 

Ignorance: A Case of 

Transatlantic Bigamy 

Alexandra Parma Cook and 

Noble David Cook 

“A remarkably juicy tale that 

opens a window onto daily life at 

the height of the conquest of the 

Americas.... A thoroughly 

compelling story.”—Mary 

Talbot, Newsweek 

1991. 224 pages, 

3 b&w illustrations, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1222-0 

paper, $14.95^ 

AMERICAN POLITICS 

Constitutional Literacy: A 

Core Curriculum for a 

Multicultural Nation 

Toni Marie Massaro 

“At last an analysis of educational 

policy and reform that does not 

begin with a polarizing and 

caricaturing polemic.”—Stanley 

Fish 

“A thoughtful and accurate work 

of scholarship that eschews 

ideology in discussing pressing 

needs of American education.” 

—E. D. Flirsch 

Consitutional Conflicts 

1993. 208 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1364-2 

cloth, $24_95tr 

The Politics of Virtue: Is 

Abortion Debatable? 

Elizabeth Mensch and Alan 

Freeman 

“Mensch and Freeman do the 

impossible or the seemingly 

impossible: they bring fresh 

insights to the abortion debate. If 

we are to have an authentic, civil 

debate on abortion ... it is books 

such as this that will lead the 

way.”—Jean Bethke Elshtain, 

Commonweal 

279 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1349-9 

paper, $14.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1331-6 

library cloth edition, $39.95 

The Constitutional Logic 

of Affirmative Action 

Ronald J. Fiscus 

Edited by Stephen L. Wasby 

“Fiscus’ book clearly and force¬ 

fully carries out the logic of equal 

proportional representation 

...”—Donald A. Downs, Ameri¬ 

can Political Science Review 

1992.170 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1206-9 

cloth, $i9-95tr 

Recipient of the American 

Educational Studies Association 

1992 Critic’s Choice Award 

The Politics of Liberal 

Education 

Darryl J. Gless and Barbara 

Herrnstein Smith, editors 

“A supremely reasonable look at 

p.c. issues, including some 

healthy attacks from within.” 

—Voice Literary Supplement 

1991. 288 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1199-2 

paper, $15.95 

isbn 0-8223-1183-6 

library cloth edition, $36.95 
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Winner of the 1991 Distinguished 

Book of the Year Award by the 

Society for the Scientific Study of 

Religion 

The Black Church in 
the African American 
Experience 
C. Eric Lincoln and 

Lawrence H. Mamiya 

“A long-needed look at what was 

once called ‘the invisible institu¬ 

tion’. ... The whole nation now 

has at its disposal much informa¬ 

tion that black communities have 

always taken for granted.” 

—James Forbes, New York 

Times Book Review 

“[A] rare examination.” 

—Richard Ostling, Time 

Magazine 

1990. 536 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1073-2 

paper, $21.95 

isbn 0-8223-1057-0 

library cloth edition, $47.50 

EUROPEAN POLITICS 

We Were the People: 
Voices from East 
Germany’s Revolutionary 
Autumn of 1989 
Dirk Philipsen 

“This oral history recalls the 

experiences of brave men and 

women ... who dared to petition 

and demonstrate against a 

monolithic police state.” 

—The New Yorker 

1992. 432 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1294-8 

paper, $19.95^ 

isbn 0-8223-1282-4 

library cloth edition, $49.95 

Social Currents in Eastern 
Europe: The Sources and 
Meaning of the Great 
Transformation 
Sabrina P. Ramet 

“Those seeking a guide to the 

social movements that emerged 

in the two decades preceeding 

the collapse of 1989 will be amply 

rewarded by Ramet’s lively, yet 

thoughtful and detailed, 

account.”—Anthony Jones, 

Annals of the American Academy 

of Political and Social Science 

1991. 447 pages, 6x9 

ISBN 0-8223-1148-8 

paper, $24.95 

isbn 0-8223-1129-1 

library cloth edition, $52.95 

REGIONAL 

The Launching of Duke 
University, 1924-1949 
Robert F. Durden 

“A compelling story of the 

founding and rapid growth of 

the newest of the world’s 

extraordinary educational insti¬ 

tutions.”—Reynolds Price, 

Duke University 

1993. 588 pages, 

40 b&w photographs, 7 x 10 

isbn 0-8223-1302-2 

cloth, $29.95 

Sounds of the South 
Daniel W. Patterson, editor 

“This is a not-to-be-missed 

opportunity to confront a wide 

range of questions about the 

southern musical tradition.” 

—Philip Gura, Old-Time Herald 

Published in Association with the 

Southern Folklife Collection, 

University of North Carolina, 

Chapel Hill 

1993. 219 pages, 15 b&w 

photographs, 5V2 x 8V2 

isbn 0-8223-1343-x 

paper, $12.95 

Durham County: 
A History of Durham 
County, North Carolina 
Jean Bradley Anderson 

“Anderson [brings] inventiveness 

and vitality to [county histories]. 

... An engaging perspective on 

familiar New South themes and 

an object lesson on bridging the 

enormous gulf that too often 

separates academic historians 

and lay readers.”—James L. 

Leloudis, The Journal of 

Southern History 

1990. 628 pages, 

62 photographs, 7 x 10 

isbn 0-8223-1056-2 

cloth, $29.50tr 

GARDENING 

Southern Gardens, 
Southern Gardening 
William Lanier Hunt 

“Southern Gardens, Southern 

Gardening squeezes the garden¬ 

ing experience of a lifetime into 

12 monthly chapters. It’s good 

information written at an easy 

pace, like Southern prose should 

be.”—Southern Living 

1992. 208 pages, 

7 b&w photographs, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-1223-9 

paper, $i4-95tr 

A Rock Garden in the 
South 
Elizabeth Lawrence 

Edited by Nancy Goodwin 

with Allen Lacy 

1990. 239 pages, 6x9 

isbn 0-8223-0986-6 

cloth, $2i.95tr 

Gardening for Love: 
The Market Bulletins 
Elizabeth Lawrence 

Edited and with an 

introduction by Allen Lacy 

1987. 238 pages, 5x8 

isbn 0-8223-0887-8 

paper, $i4.95tr 

The Little Bulbs: A Tale 
of Two Gardens 
Elizabeth Lawrence 

Introduction by Allen Lacy 

1957 (1986). 261 pages, 5V2 x 8 

isbn 0-8223-0739-1 

paper, $13.95^ 

In praise of 

Elizabeth Lawrence 

“As in all her gardening 

books, Elizabeth 

Lawrence writes from 

her own experience 

and personal records 

and out of relish and 

delight.... She’s writ¬ 

ten with the intimacy 

that comes of full 

knowledge, true and 

patient love, a grower’s 

sense of continuity in 

the natural world, and 

a lyricist’s lifetime 

practice of praise.” 

—Eudora Welty 
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Journals 

Duke University 

Press 

is proud to 

announce 

the publication 

of a 

new journal 

New at Duke 

French Historical 
Studies 

James R. Farr and 
John J. Contreni, editors 

In April 1994 Duke University- 

Press will begin publication of 

French Historical Studies, the 

leading English-language journal 

in its field. For more than thirty- 

five years, French Historical 

Studies has published 

groundbreaking articles, com¬ 

mentaries, and research notes on 

all aspects of French history from 

the Middle Ages to the present. 

Each issue includes forums, 

review essays, articles in French, 

bilingual abstracts of articles, 

and announcements of fellow¬ 

ships, prizes, and conferences of 

interest to French historians. 

Running the gamut of French 

history, the first issue published 

by Duke offers stimulating views 

on such diverse topics as women 

and religion, modernization in 

fashion production, politics and 

religion, and the myth of “The 

Counterrevolution” of 1789. 

Contributors to this issue in¬ 

clude Judy Coffin, James C. 

Deming, Clarke Garrett, Nancy 

F. Green, Jean-Pierre V. M. 

Herubel, Jeffrey Merrick, Kim 

Munholland, Philip Nord, Eliza¬ 

beth Rapley, Susan Rosa, and 

Thomas J. Schaeper. French 

Historical Studies will appeal to 

scholars of all areas and periods 

of French history. 

James R. Farr is Associate Profes¬ 

sor of History at Purdue Univer¬ 

sity and author of Authority and 

Sexuality in Early Modern 

Burgundy, 1550-1730. John J. 

Contreni is Department Chair 

and Professor of History at 

Purdue University. His most 

recent publication is Carolin- 

gian Learning: Masters and 

Manuscripts. 

Annual subscription rate for 1994 

(2 issues): $30 institutions, $20 

individuals (includes member¬ 

ship in the Society for French 

Historical Studies). Add $4 for 

postage outside the U.S. Single 

issues $15. 

issn 0016-1071 

Now edited by 

William Ashbrook 

The Opera Quarterly 

With a solid reputation built 

over the last decade and new 

editorial leadership of William 

Ashbrook, The Opera Quarterly 

will continue to occupy its 

unique niche between the schol¬ 

arly music journal and the opera 

fan magazine. William Ashbrook 

is Distinguished Professor of 

Humanities Emeritus at Indiana 

State University and internation¬ 

ally renowned for his studies on 

Donizetti and Puccini. 

American Literature 

Cathy N. Davidson, editor 

Michael Moon, associate editor 

Quarterly, current volume 66 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$56 institutions, $28 individuals, 

$28 secondary schools, $14 

students. Single current issues $10. 

Add $8 for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0002-9831 

Black Sacred Music 

A Journal of Theomusicology 

Jon Michael Spencer, editor 

Semiannual, current volume 8 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$30 institutions, $15 individuals. 

Single current issues $10. Add $4 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 1043-9455 

boundary 2 

an international journal of 

literature and culture 

Paul A. Bove, editor 

Three issues annually, current 

volume 21 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$54 institutions, $24 individuals. 

Single current issues $12. Add $6 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0190-3659 

Duke Mathematical 

Journal 

Morris Weisfeld, managing editor 

Monthly, current volume 

73/74/75/76 

Subscription prices for 1994: $576 

institutions, $288 individuals, $144 

individuals if institution already 

subscribes. Single issues $48. Add 

$24 for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0012-7094 

Ethnohistory 

Ross Hassig, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 41 

Subscription prices for 1994: $38 

institutions, $24 individuals, $12 

student/retired (includes member¬ 

ship in the American Society for 

Ethnohistory). Single issues $10. 

issn 0014-1801 
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Forest and 

Conservation History 

Kevin C. Foy, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 38 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

S50 institutions, $45 libraries, 

S30 individuals (includes mem¬ 

bership in the Forest Flistory 

Society)- Single issues $10. Add 

$6 for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 1046-7009 

Hispanic American 

Historical Review 

Mark Szuchman, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 74 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$88 institutions, $40 individuals, 

$20 students. Single issues $22. 

Add $8 for postage outside the 

Western Hemisphere. 

issn 0018-2168 

History of Political 

Economy 

Craufurd D. W. Goodwin, editor 

Quarterly (plus a hardbound 

annual supplement), current 

volume 26 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

S110 institutions, $55 individuals, 

$28 students. Single paper issues 

S19. Add $10 for postage outside 

the U.S. 

ISSN 0018-2702 

International 

Mathematics 

Research Notices 

Morris Weisfeld, managing 

editor 

Irregular publication schedule 

(8 to 16 issues expected), current 

volume 1994 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$600 institutions, $300 individu¬ 

als. Add $24 for postage outside 

the U.S. 

ISSN 0012-7094 

Journal of Health Politics, 

Policy and Law 

Mark A. Peterson, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 19 

Subscription prices for 1994: $88 

institutions, $44 individuals, $22 

students. Single issues $22. Add $8 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0361-6878 

Journal of Medieval and 

Renaissance Studies 

Annabel Patterson and 

Marcel Tetel, coeditors 

Three issues annually, 

current volume 24 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$72 institutions, $32 individuals. 

Single issues $24. Add $6 for 

postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0047-2573 

Journal of Personality 

Howard Tennen, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 62 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$88 institutions, $44 individuals, 

$22 students. Single regular issues 

$18, single special issues $34. Add 

$8 for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0022-3506 

Mediterranean Quarterly 

A Journal of Global Issues 

Nikolaos A. Stavrou, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 5 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$44 institutions, $24 individuals, 

$12 students. Single current issues 

$6. Add $8 for postage outside the 

U.S. 

ISSN 1047-4552 

MLQ 

Modern Language Quarterly 

A Journal of Literary History 

Marshall Brown and John C. 

Coldewey, editors 

Quarterly, current volume 55 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$40 institutions, $20 individuals. 

Single issues $10. Add $8 for post¬ 

age outside the U.S. 

issn 0026-7929 

The Opera Quarterly 

William Ashbrook, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 10 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$60 institutions, $36 individuals. 

Single current issues $12. Add $8 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0736-0053 

Poetics Today 

Itamar Even-Zohar, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 15 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

S72 institutions, $32 individuals, 

S16 students. Single current 

issues $10. Add $8 for postage 

outside the U.S. 

issn 0333-5372 

positions 

east asia cultures critique 

Tani E. Barlow, senior editor 

for the positions collective 

Three issues annually, 

current volume 2 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

S40 institutions, $20 individuals. 

Single current issues $10. Add $6 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 1067-9847 

Social Science 

Computer Review 

G. David Garson, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 12 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$88 institutions, $48 individuals, 

$24 student (includes member¬ 

ship in the Social Science Com¬ 

puting Association). Single issues 

S22. Add $8 for postage outside 

the U.S. 

ISSN O894-4393 

Social Science History 

Ron Aminzade, Mary Jo Maynes, 

Russell R. Menard, and Steven 

Ruggles, editors 

Quarterly, current volume 18 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$65 institutions, $30 individuals, 

$12 students (includes member¬ 

ship in the Social Science History 

Association). Single issues $16. 

Add $8 for postage outside the 

U.S. 

ISSN 0145-5532 

Social Text 

Bruce Robbins and 

Andrew Ross, editors for the 

Social Text collective 

Quarterly, current volume 12 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$60 institutions, $24 individuals, 

$16 students. Single current 

issues $15. Add $8 for postage 

outside the U.S. 

issn 0164-2472 

Socialist Review 

David Trend, executive editor 

Quarterly, current volume 24 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$65 institutions, $28 individuals. 

Single current issues $9. Add $8 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0161-1801 

SAQ 

The South Atlantic Quarterly 

Fredric Jameson, editor 

Quarterly, current volume 93 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$54 institutions, $24 individuals. 

Single current issues $10. Add $8 

for postage outside the U.S. 

issn 0038-2876 

Southern Cultures 

John Shelton Reed and Harry L. 

Watson, editors 

Quarterly, current volume 1 

Subscription prices for 1994: 

$32 institutions, $24 individuals. 

Single issues $8. Add $8 for 

postage outside the U.S. 

issn 1068-8218 
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Journals “Special Issues” Selected Backlist 

Flame Wars: 

The Discourse of 

Cyberculture 

Mark Dery, guest editor 

Cyberculture afficionado Mark 

Dery has gathered a thrilling 

variety of writers—literary and 

art critics, journalists, perfor¬ 

mance artists, fiction writers, 

computer experts—whose 

perspectives on cyberculture 

promise to inform, disturb, and 

provoke. 

SAQ, Vol. 92, No. 4 

244 pages 

ISBN O-8223-64OO-X 

paper, $12.00 

The World According 

to Disney 

Susan Willis, guest editor 

Written for the general reader 

and the cultural studies scholar 

alike, this interdisciplinary 

collection offers several views of 

Walt Disney’s dream world 

where reality is mixed, at times 

uneasily, with illusion. 

SAQ, Vol. 92, No. 1 

197 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6404-2 

paper, $10.00 

Political Correctness 

This issue of Social Text contains 

a special symposium on popular 

culture and political correctness, 

with Andrew Ross, Michele 

Wallace, and Alexander Doty 

presenting their thoughts on 

topics such as black male cinema, 

queer community, and hip hop 

culture. 

Social Text, Vol. 11, No. 3 (#36) 

152 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6415-8 

paper, $8.00 

Third World and 

Post-Colonial Issues 

This insightful collection by 

literary and film critics, anthro¬ 

pologists, and historians contrib¬ 

utes to the ongoing debate about 

colonial discourse, post-colonial- 

ism, and Third World literature 

and culture. 

Social Text, Vol. 10, Nos. 2 & 3 

(#31/32) 

285 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6403-4 

paper, $12.00 

Excess and Deprivation: 

Health Care Reform 

in the U.S. 

If the Clinton administration’s 

national medical care program 

succeeds, it will become the 

biggest social program in the 

history of the United States. 

Focusing on strategies and 

alternatives for the left, this 

special issue focuses on a com¬ 

plicated and timely topic. 

Socialist Review, Vol. 23, No. 1 

168 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6413-1 

paper, $9.00 

Environment as Politics: 

The Shifting Ground of 

Activism 

This issue of Socialist Review 

contains a special section ad¬ 

dressing the proliferation of 

concerns that environmentalism 

invokes and the sensibilities it 

embraces. Contributors discuss 

activist challenges to the green 

establishment. 

Socialist Review, Vol. 22, No. 4 

189 pages 

isbn 0-8223-6414-x 

paper, $9.00 

The Worshipping 

Church in Africa 

With a foreword by the Arch¬ 

bishop Desmond M. Tutu, this 

volume represents a significant 

step for the African Christian 

church toward incorporating 

indigenous African arts and 

culture into its liturgy. 

Black Sacred Music: A Journal of 

Theomusicology, Vol. 7, No. 2 

65 pages 

ISBN 0-8223-6401-8 

paper, $9.95 

Journals Ordering 

Information 

In addition to these 

special issues, Duke 

University Press 

journals are available 

to bookstores through 

standing orders by 

calling (919) 687-3610, 

8:30-4:30 est. For indi¬ 

vidual subscriptions, 

call (919) 687-3613. 
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Order Form 

Quantity Author/Journal Name Short title Price 

Subtotal _ 

North Carolina residents, add 6% sales tax _ 

Postage and handling: U.S. $3.00 for the first book, plus $0.95 for 

each additional book _______ 

Outside U.S.—$4.00 for first book, plus $ 2.00 for each additional book _ 

Total _ 

Journals Full calendar year. All subscriptions are payable in advance and are accepted on a volume basis only. Postage and handling costs for domestic 

subscriptions are included in the subscription price. For foreign subscriptions, add postage as indicated in journal description. All remittances must be 

in U.S. dollars and drawn on a U.S. bank. Please indicate the calendar year for which you are entering your subscription. 

Charge my VISA #_ 

Credit card expiration date 

Name (please print) _ 

Address _ 

City, state, zip code _ 

Daytime telephone number 1_)_ (Will be used if necessary to resolve problems or questions about your order.) 

DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS 

BOX 90660 DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27708-0660 TELEPHONE 919-687-36OO; (ORDERS) 919-688-5134 FAX 919-688-4574 

MasterCard # American Express #. 

Check enclosed Signature 

SC94 



Sales Information 

Booksellers 

All prices and discounts are 

subject to change without notice. 

Books are short discount except 

when fr, indicating trade dis¬ 

count, follows the price. Unless 

otherwise noted, all bindings are 

cloth. 

Prepayment is necessary until 

credit is established and should 

include a postage and handling 

charge of $3.00 for the first book 

plus $0.95 for each additional 

book. Credit applications and 

discount schedules are available 

upon request to the trade. 

Single Title Order Plan (STOP) 

orders are accepted and must 

include $3.00 postage and han¬ 

dling. 

Returns. No authorization re¬ 

quired; however, the following 

conditions must be met: To 

receive full invoice credit, books 

must be returned within 12 

months and invoice number 

must be provided. Returns will 

be processed at a 50% credit if 

12-18 months old and the invoice 

is provided. Returns will be 

processed at a 25% credit if over 

18 months old or if no invoice 

number is provided. Damaged 

or defective books must be 

returned promptly and the 

reason for the return must be 

clearly stated in order to receive 

full credit. 

Sales territory. World, unless 

otherwise noted. 

Orders and Inquiries 

(919) 688-5134. 8:30-4:30 

Eastern Time, for orders and 

sales inquiries. 

(919) 687-3600, 8:30-5:00 

Eastern Time, for editorial and 

other matters. 

Libraries 

Libraries and institutions will be 

billed on receipt of official pur¬ 

chase order. 

Examination and Desk Copies 

Examination copies of paper¬ 

backs and single journal issues 

for course consideration will be 

sent upon receipt of request on 

departmental letterhead. Please 

give name of course, when 

offered, and usual enrollment. 

Enclose $3.00 for postage and 

handling for each title requested. 

On-approval copies of cloth- 

bound books will be sent with 

invoice, which will be canceled on 

receipt of evidence of adoption, 

return of the book within 60 days, 

or payment. 

Sales Representation 

Eastern and Western 

United States 

Columbia University Press 

Sales Consortium 

562 West 113th Street 

New York, NY 10025 

TELEPHONE 212-666-1000 ext. 7129 

FAX 212-316-9422 

Southeast United States 

George Scheer & Associates 

3814 Walker Ave. 

Greensboro, NC 27403 

TELEPHONE 9IO-855-I374 

FAX 9IO-854-6908 

Midwest United States 

Miller Trade Book Marketing 

1801W. Byron St., Suite 2K 

Chicago, IL 60613 

TELEPHONE 3I2-4O4-IO5O 

FAX 312-404-1051 

Canada 

Lynn McClory/Cassandra 

Book Sales 

44 Walmer Rd, Apt. 407 

Toronto, Ontario 

M5R 2x5 Canada 

TELEPHONE 416-964-O376 

FAX 416-964-OH6 

Europe, the Middle East, 

and Africa 

Academic and University 

Publishers Group 

1 Gower Street 

London wcie 6ha 

United Kingdom 

TELEPHONE OI-58O-3994 

FAX OI-58O-3995 

(Books are stocked in the U.K. and 

are available at sterling prices.) 

Asia and the Pacific, including 

Australia and New Zealand 

East-West Export Books 

2840 Kolowalu Street 

Honolulu, HI 96822 

TELEPHONE 808-956-8830 

FAX 808-988-6052 

All other areas 

Export Marketing 

Duke University Press 

Box 90660 

Durham, NC 27708-0660 

fax 919-688-4574 
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